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TOWN OF SAUGUS
MASSACHUSETTS
Accounting Department
February 18, 1986
To: Paul T. Rabchenuk
Town Manager
Re: 1985 Annual Report
Attached herewith are the following Accounting reports
required to be incorporated into the 1985 Annual Town
Report:
Balance Sheet
Receipts and Expenditures
Bonded Debt Schedule
Bond Maturities and Interest Payable
Tax Rates and Valuations
Debt Accounts
Trust and Investment Accounts
If this office can be of any further assistance to you
regarding the Annual Report, please notify us.
Norman B. Hansen
Town Accountant
/
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TOWN OF SAUGUS
BALANCE SHEET JUNE 30, 1983
GENERAL ACCOUNTS
CASH:
ASSETS
a
General
Invested
Revenue Sharing
Special Details
Petty- Cash
Special Cash - Council on Aging
Surplus War Bond Fund
7,588,336.19
170,000.00
71,390.81
7,460.94
200.00
96.95
2,585.89
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ;
TAXES:
Levy of 1970
Real Estate (Liened)
Levy of 1975
Personal Property
Levy of 1976
Personal Property
Levy of 1977
Personal Property
Levy of 1978
Personal Property
Levy of 1979
Personal Property
Levy of 1980
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1981
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1982
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1983
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1984
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1985
Personal Property
Real Estate
1 21.12
2,460.06
4,508.00
2,752.11
2,832.78
6,891.00
9,538.22
9,830.59
11,419.17
45,557.36
7,237.75
45,251.89
7,869.15
181,502.85
29,825.48
188,761.08
35,744.17
444,401.77 1,036,404.55
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TAXES IN LITIGATION:
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE:
Levy of 1975
Levy of 1976
Levy of 1977
Levy of 1978
Levy of 1979
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
BOAT EXCISE:
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
FARM ANIMAL EXCISE:
Levy of 1976 FY
Levy of 1977 FY
Levy of 1978 FY
Levy of 1979 FY
Levy of 1984 FY
Levy of 1985 FY
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT:
SEVER:
Unapportioned
Paid in Advance
Added to Taxes:
$ 104.04
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
•wer Rentals:
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
Levy of 1986
20,738.51
33,321.96
42,438.08
40,810.08
51,215.92
42,289.67
14,200.94
16,704.95
17,548.22
36,613.60
200,001.77
20,331.87
( 81.93)
686.80
4,803.92
(13,667.25)
444.77
2,429.79
1,675.79
;i,737.66;
,1,392.64.
3,025.76,
934.72,
1,140.18
1,329.40
35,653.90
515,883.70
3,180.00
2,260.00
2,022.00
1,771.00
1,556.42
2,581.00 13,370.42
39.50
•
42.59
45.66
47.32
1,834.84
1,917.89 3,927.80
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Committed Interest:
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
WATER MAINS:
Added to Taxes:
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
TAX TITLES AND POSSESSIONS:
Tax Titles
Tax Possessions
DEPARTMENTAL:
Sewer Rentals:
June 1980
December 1980
June 1981
December 1981
June 1982
December 1982
June 1983
December 1983
June 1984
December 1984
June 1985
$ 481.58
344.46
(281.85)
91.39
777.80
272.24
15.98
(30.00)
(82.00)
413,443.61
23.535.40
1,349.22
59.66
2,623.78
24.22
148.30
( 233.10)
177.50
17,367.00
674.95
( 26.70)
39.147.30
-V- .-
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(96.02)
436,979.01
I
61,312.13
WATER:
Liens Added to Taxes
Levy of 1980
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
Levy of 1986
Rates
:
June 1980
December 1980
June 1981
December 1981
June 1982
December 1982
June 1983
December 1983
June 1984
December 1984
June 1985
(5,517. 30
\
(2,820.35
(4,814.00
(2,601.20
2,366.27
4,108.18
73,554.30
4,973.00
73.80
3,719.40
( 958.20)
116.00
( 294.40)
423.79
31,658.21
1,351.36
334.81
62,695.93
.
...
.
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CONSTRUCTION
:
Rates:
June 1984
December 1984
June 1985
Water Maintenance
UNDERESTIMATED:
State Assessment :
I-LB.T.A.
County Assessment:
AID TO HIGHWAY:
State
VETERAN'S BENEFITS:
UNPROVIDED FOR OR OVERDRAWN ACCOUNTS:
Overlay Deficits:
1973
1974
1975
DUE FROM BANK LIQUIDATION
DUE FROM LIQUIDATION
LOAN AUTHORIZED
TOWN HALL THEFT - (12-08-75)
$ 450.44
111.59
20,796.97
( 30.80)
9,450.00
2 t 883.78
1,794.47
20,517.20
27.889.44
$ 189,697.80
12,333.78
329,309.00
15,955.63
50,201.11
11,542.34
12,650.00
945,000.00
14.717.00
TOTAL ASSETS 11.538.705.15
- 4 -
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LIABILITIES AND RESERVES
COUNTY DOG LICENSES
FISH & GAMES LICENSES
PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS:
Federal Withholding Taxes
State Withholding Taxes
Blue Cross & Blue Shield
GUARANTEED DEPOSITS:
Planning Board
Board of Appeals
Bid Deposits
FEDERAL GRANTS:
P.L. 92-•312
Chapter I #84-262-156
Chapter I #85-262-156
P.L. 94--482 #400-081-4-0262
P.L. 94--482 FY 85
P.L. 94--142 FY 84
P.L. 94--142 FY 85
P.L. 94--142 FY 85
P.L. 89--313 FY 83
P.L. 89--313 FY 85
P.L. 94--142
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:
George Barden Fund
OTHER GRANTS:
Land Taking Curley Property
Council on Aging
Dept. of Environmental Quality
Aid to M.D.C. Communities
Right to Know Law
Arts Lottery
Dept. of Community Affairs
SEWER PROJECT - ROUTE I
HEALTH - SPECIAL SEWER ACCOUNT
EPA - SEWER PUMPING STATION
LINCOLN AVENUE INTERCEPTER
BI-CENTENNIAL COMMISSION
9,457.05
371.15
2,659.04
652.36
490.497.98
2,174.12
5,283.50
200.00
4,293.28
3,322.50
7,164.95
3,705.77
1,899.25
81.89
(28,455.27)
2.69
14.14
6,242.16
$ 9,828.20
493,809.38
7,657.62
TJgKk
..\>
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50.00 (1,678.64)
8,474.14
47,500.00
12,006.00
774.28
12,990.00
2,364.00
4,121.67
7,500.00 87,255.95
-•
1,855.40
27,502.19
(346,867.21)
( 97,345.24)
.
743.00
/
REVOLVING FUNDS:
Cafeteria
Athletic
Chapter #88
Summer School
Evening School
Computer Fund
Playground Computer Fund
Harbormaster
Anti-Litter
Special Details
Clock Fund
TRUST FUND INCOME:
Ora Kimball Welfare
Kimball Library-
Johnson Library
Wilson Library
Cemetery Perpetual Care
CEMETERY - SALE OF LOTS & GRAVES
GIFTS AND BEQUESTS:
Bertha S. Barrar High School
TAILINGS:
Unclaimed Checks
RECEIPTS RESERVED FOR APPROPRIATION:
Sewer
Water
Fire Insurance
State Aid for Libraries
School - Transportation (Mental)
Kasabuski Rink
RESERVE FOR PETTY CASH
SURPLUS WAR BOND FUND
RESERVE FOR COUNCIL ON AGING
RESERVE FOR REVENUE SHARING
REVENUE SHARING -APPROP. 1985
RESERVE FOR BANK LIQUIDATION
DUE FROM COURT RESTITUTION
FEDERAL DISASTER PROGRAM
105,840.66
30,629.53
5,635.24
14,799.80
1,363.14
1,687.90
265.00
33,529.72
170.00
7,391.69
24.92 % 201,337.60
2,302.99
710.22
2,814.64
733.20
48.435.58 54,996.63
61,118.00
998.45
18,081.82
224,045.97
253,158.20
34,426.80
19,548.00
(27,803.00)
87.680.00 591,055.97
50.00
2,585.89
96.95
(26,905.68)
98,296.49
11,542.34
(1,125.00)
33,431.00
- 6 -
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OVERESTIMATED:
State Assessments:
Special Education -CH.766 - 1972
LOAN AUTHORIZED - UNISSUED
PREMUIM
ACCRUED INTEREST
OVERLAY RESERVE FOR ABATEMENT:
Levy of 1981
Levy of 1982
Levy of 1983
Levy of 1984
Levy of 1985
RESERVE FUND - OVERLAY SURPLUS
APPROPRIATION BALANCE:
Revenue
:
General
Water:
Maintenance & Operation
Non-Revenue
:
Sewer Construction
TAXES IN LITIGATION REVENUE
REVENUE RESERVED UNTIL COLLECTED:
Farm Animal Revenue
Motor Vehicle Revenue
Boat Excise Revenue
Sewer Revenue
Water Main Revenue
Water Revenue
Water for Construction Revenue
Tax Titles & Possessions Revenue
Aid to Highway Revenue
Departmental Revenue
SURPLUS REVENUE
I 197,714.28
450,396.62
615,830.09
625,818.09
1.009,654.97
1,057,436.37
300,000.00
1,494,948.17
3,927.80
515,883.70
13,370.42
110,654.21
(96.02)
168,338.80
21,359.00
436,979.01
329,309.00
15,955.63
6,692.00
945,000.00
6,456.96
17,630.36
2,899,414.05
110,810.17
2,852,384.54
223.72
1,615,681.55
1 ,847 , 616. 55
I u
'•!.**;
m
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND RESERVES 11,538,705.15 i
HT N
E£f
Norman B. Hansen
Town Accountant
nbs
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TOWN OF SAUGUS
RECEIPTS
JULY 1, 1984 - JUNE 30, 1985
General Revenue
Commercial Revenue
General Government
Protection to Persons & Property
Health & Sanitation
Veterans' Benefits
Highways & Bridges
Education & Libraries
Enterprise & Cemetery
Interest
Agency & Trust
Guaranteed Deposits
Refunds
Tailings
SUB - TOTAL
$ 22,471,126.91
940,441.88
198,186.69
194,614.82
395,406.33
48,303.72
150,093.00
700,821.76
938,344.28
855,533.96
3,331,147.47
4,415.00
77, 312.37
2,806.04
$ 30,308,554.23
Certificates of Deposit
Short Term Investments
Transfers & Adjustments
16,203,282.96
75,457,341.00
591,869.02
Less:
TOTAL
$122,561,047.21
2,261.25
$122,558,785.96
Treasury Warrants $122,558,560.74
2,486.47
- 2,261.25
$122,558,785.96
TOWN OF SAUGUS
RECEIPTS
JULY 1, 1984 - JUNE 30, 1985
FISCAL 1985
GENERAL REVENUE:
Taxes:
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
Levy of
84-85 Real Estate
84-85 Personal
83-84 Real Estate
83-84 Personal
82-83 Real Estate
82-83 Personal
81-82 Real Estate
81-82 Personal
80-81 Real Estate
79-80 Real Estate
$14,132,442.08
723,845.28
223,056.43
30,468.92
57,729.09
1,281.75
30,547.67
198.00
13,184.10
5,401.26
In Lieu of Taxes-Saugus Housing Authority
1983-1984
Total
7,011.79
Hi 1
1
I
I
$15,225,166.37
Licenses & Permits:
Liquor
Vituals
Auction
Trailor Storage
Used Furniture & Goods
Entertainment
Sunday Entertainment
Juke Box
Auto Dealers
Theater
Junk License
Function Hall
Coin-Operated Amusements
Trailor Sales
Ice & Roller Rinks
Fortune Telling
Driving Range
Taxi
Business Certificates
Gasoline Storage
Raffles
Certified Copies
Marriages
U.C.C. *s
Discharges
Mobile Trailor Fees
Lien Certificates
Misc.
$39,517.50
1,862.50
150.00
4,700.00
10.00
780.00
2,200.00
400.00
1,650.00
600.00
25.00
250.00
7,700.00
20.00
100.00
2.00
100.00
16.00
904.00
1,221.00
100.00
7,022.00
1,110.00
3,001.75
300.00
8,322.00
10,425.00
294.50
$92,783.25
v.
I
Tax Title Redemptions:
Commonwealth of Massachusetts :
Educational
Chicken Anti-Trust Litigation
Sp. Ed. Handicapped Children
Sp. Needs Education
Bd. of Ed. Incentive L.E.A.
PL94-142 FY85
Occupational Ed. 159-5040-20
PL 94-482 #455-171-4-0262 #484
Chapter 2 PL 92 35 159-513106
Low Income Chapter 1 PL9735
159-523110
Chapter 70 School Aid
Construction of School Project
Bd. of Education 052085
PL 89-313 FY84
Transportation of Pupils
Surviving Spouse C51-A-4
Blind Persons
Comm. of Mass. Polls
Civil Defense
Local Aid Chapter 58
Arts , Lottery
Cola Reimbursement
Lottery, Beans etc.
Dist. of Fish & Wildlife
Soc. of Envir. Affairs Conser.
Flood Control CST A-2
Aid to MOC Communications
Taxes Abated Reimbursement
Water Pollution Control
Tuition of State Wards
Police Career Incentive
Energy Resources
Census Reimbursement 1266
Veteran's Clause 22A-22A
Aid to Public Libraries
Right to Know Law
E.P.A.
Total
$26,508.35
$ 48,118.00
767.89
9,100.00
2,967.00
15,920.00
1,517.50
30,102.00
1,466.00
21,375.00
144,475.00
2,767,714.00
96,335.52
98,670.00
3,936.00
242,073.00
6,300.00
1,662.50
3,277.56
6,426.69
1,600,159.00
9,662.00
1,761.25
471,982.00
2,421.53
Coram. 10, 000, 00
1,010.31
12,990.00
51,501.04
755,951.00
12,141.00
21,544.53
423.00
18.560.00
19,934.62
19,548.00
2,364.00
527,700.00
$7,041,856.94
Essex County :
Court Fines - Lynn District Court
Essex County Sheriff
Total
84,675.00
137.00
$84,812.00
TOTAL FOR GENERAL REVENUE $22,471,126.91
COMMERCIAL REVENUE SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
M
Sewers :
Unapport. Sewer 1985
Unapport. Sewer 1985 Int.
Apport. Sewer Pd-in-Adv. 1985
ii H H H
ii
••
M 1984
H n ii n
Apport. Sewer Added-to-Taxes:
1984-85
1984-85 Int.
1983-84
1983-84 Int.
1982-83
1982-83 Int.
1981-82
1981-82 Int.
1980-81
1980-81 Int.
1979-80
1979-80 Int.
Total
Privileges ;
Int,
Int,
Motot Vehicle i
Levy of 1985
H ii 1984
H ii 1983
ii ii 1982
H H 1981
ii •i 1980
ii H 1979
H •i 1978
n ii 1977
H ii 1976
H ii 1975
•i M 1974
•i ii 1973
$24,959.52
14.96
1,241.06
35.61
835.96
10.27
28,521.28
9,774.15
672.68
156.30
225.96
65.99
169.68
57.59
36.00
12.60
10.50
.53
$494,158.53
356,072.75
8,934.45
776.54
970.30
5,256.89
713.53
475.48
718.85
1,398.33
627.28
651.20
587.75
$66,800.64
Total
Boat Excise:
Levy of 1985
N .. 1984
" 1981-82
Total
TOTAL FOR COMMERCIAL REVENUE,
$871,341.88
$ 2,026.36
243.00
30.00
$ 2,299.36
$940,441.88
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
/
Selectmen :
Hearings
Sale of Fire Escape
Selling Price
In Lieu of Taxes
Total
Town Clerk :
Dog Fees
Fish & Game Fees
Poll Books
Census
Total
! 87.90
200.00
29,100.00
431.46
$ 4,825.00
352.45
344.00
335.50
$ 29,819.36
5,856.95
Collector :
Camp Dresser & McKee
Town Hall Clock
Total
Cost On Property Taxes 84-85
"
••
" '• 83-84
ii •• n n 82-83
ii H ii h 81-82
M ii n H 80-81
h M
•• •• 79-8O
Cost on Motor Vehicle Excise 1985
700.00
30.00
II II II
11 II II
II II II
•1 II II
II •1 •1
II II II
II II II
II II II
•1 II II
II II II
II II •1
II II II
II II 1984
•1 •1 1983
II II 1982
•1 *
• 1981
II II 1980
II II 1979
II II 1978
II II 1977
II II 1976
•1 •1 1975
•1 •1 1974
•1 II 1973
Cost on Boat Excise 1984
Total
Treasurer :
Tax Title Release
Rent Continental Cable
Franchise Fee Cable
Lease Legion Hall
Telephone Commission
Land Court Costs
Low Value Costs
Collector Dept. to Treasurer
Bad Checks
General Account for Bal. left in
Old Payroll
Total
$ 2. 00
1 030. 00
282. 00
224. 00
22. 00
20. 00
18 ,925. 00
10 ,101. 50
1 ,146. 00
101. 00
145. 00
416. 00
25. 00
34. 00
18.,00
28,,00
20.,00
12..00
16,,00
16.,00
$ 39 .00
4 ,300 .04
3 ,093 .50
1 .00
165 .96
100 .00
140 .00
61 .21
(350 .81)
71 .75
730.00
$ 32,583.50
$ 7,621.65
M
Assessors ;
Plot Plans
Photo Copies
Total
Purchasing ;
Photo Copies
Sale of Desk
Sale of Vehicle
Total
Manager
;
Photo Copies
Total
Public Works ;
Maps & Plans
Dump Stitckers
Total
Kasabuski Arena ;
Ice Rental
Concession
Ticket Sales
M.B.F.S.C.
Wakefield & Lynn #882 Saugus Youth
Hockey
Misc.
Contract Fee
Field Rental
69.00
89.00
8.00
392.00
7,405.28
9.00
$ 501.16
22,224.00
50,295.01
10,816.58
5,517.00
5,010.00
14,788.20
2,821.00
360.00
1,270.00
$ 158.00
$ 7,805.28
9.00
$ 22,725.16
TOTAL FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENT,
$ 90,877.79
$198,186.69
PROTECTION TO PERSONS & PROPERTY :
Building ;
Permits
Inspection Certificates
Maps & Books
Misc.
Total
Fire ;
Electrical ;
Sealer of Weights & Measures ;
Conservation Commission ;
Total
Harbormaster ;
Ramp Permits:
User Fee
Boat Storage
Sale of Boat
Insurance Reim. for Boat
Total
$ 42,296.50
580.00
1,216.50
143.00
2,407.00
4,919.50
1,741.50
2,051.60
$ 470.00
10,500.00
200.00
24,800.00
$ 44,236.00
11,119.60
$ 35,970.00
Police :
Firearm ID Cards $
Firearm Dealer Licenses
Gun Permits
Restitution
Insurance Co. Copies
Parking Tickets
Special Details
Insurance Payment
Misc.
Total
TOTAL FOR PROTECTION TO PERSONS & PROPERTY,
342.00
671.00
2,190.00
125.00
4,826.50
62,650.00
24,641.02
7,364.00
479.70
$103,289.22
$194,614.82
HEALTH & SANITATION :
Council on Aging :
Elder Affairs
GLSS Grant
8,906.00
3,000,00
$11,906.00
Health :
Plumbing Permits
Gas Permits
Misc. Licenses & Permits
Total
Canine :
Administration Fees
Board Fees
Wakefield Board Fees
Adoption Fees
Buriel
Dead Animal Pick Up
Total
Sewer Division of Public Works
Sewer Rental Commitments:
1985 First Half
1984 First Half
1984 Second Half
1979 - 1980
Added-to-Taxes 1981-82
1982-83
" " 1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
Total
Special Sewer Installations
TOTAL FOR HEALTH & SANITATION.
4,681.00
1,312.00
16,508.50
1,110.00
492.00
2,800.00
78.00
5.00
5.00
120,315.96
38,414.57
151,404.62
30.00
120.00
. 380.80
3,412.33
28,340.10
889.20
$22,501,50
$ 4,490.00
$343,307.58
13,201.25
$395,406.33
M.
VETERANS ' BENEFITS :
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Reimb. for F. Cahill
TOTAL FOR VETERANS' BENEFITS
$ 45,228.72
3,075.00
$ 48,303.72
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES ;
Comm. of Mass. Highway Funds
State Aid
$ 87,644.00
62,449.00
TOTAL FOR HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
:
$150 , 093 . 00
EDUCATION & LIBRARIES :
Schools :
Evening School
Evening School Rental
Chapter 88 - Book Account
Computer Service - High School
Summer School
Chapter 766
Total
Libraries :
Book Fines
Athletic Revolving Fund :
Football
Basketball
Hockey
Users Fee
Donations Weight Room
Saugus High School Reimb.
Total
School Lunch Program :
Lunches
Federal Subsidies
Elderly Lunches
Elderly Subsidies
M.O.W. Lynn
26,955.20
1,768.24
1,183.76
3,600.00
20,920.00
1,000.00
8,986.30
1,807.88
150.00
8,752.10
3,130.00
200.00
$476,005.49
59,312.71
29,999.33
52,564.75
418.50
$ 55,427.20
$ 4,067.50
$ 23,026.28
$618,300.78
TOTAL FOR EDUCATION & LIBRARIES $700,821.76
ENTERPRISE & CEMETERY:
Water Division of Public Works :
Water Rates 1985 First Half
1984 First Half
1984 Second Half
1983 Second Half
City of Lynn
Water Maintenance 1983
Apport. Water Added-to Taxes 83-84
Water Liens Added-to-Taxes:
1985-86
1984-85
1983-84
1982-83
1981-82
1979-80
Total
$ 347,576.30
72,828.80
401,980.80
(30.40)
1,796.40
(15.20)
82.00
1,941.30
49,543.03
2,765.40
1,533.20
124.40
130.00
$880,256.03
Cemetery :
Land Sale
Interment Fee
Foundations
Care of Lots
Total
TOTAL FOR ENTERPRISE & CEMETERY.
.
19,990.00
32,185.00
5,868.00
45.25
9 » o e
$ 58,088.25
$938,344.28
INTEREST :
Perpetual Care Fund
Wilson Library Fund
Johnson Library Fund
Kimball Library Fund
Tax Title Redemptions
Real Estate
Motor Vehicle Excise
Boat Excise
Certificates of Deposit
Short Term Investments
Savings Accounts
112,012.16
122.70
497.86
207.82
5,600.03
73,952.72
9,375.71
1.93
178, 437^11
51,272.59
424,053.33
TOTAL FOR INTEREST $855,533.96
AGENCY & TRUST:
Perpetual Care Bequests
Fish & Game
Federal Taxes
State Taxes
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Bay State Health Care
Life Insurance
Harvard Medical
Medical East
$ 19,980.00
8,609.00
2,074,206.77
655,253.37
505,629.73
41,786.93
12,539.51
8,386.69
4,755.47
TOTAL FOR AGENCY & TRUST, $3,331,147.47
//
GUARANTEED DEPOSITS :
Planning Board
Board of Appeals
Town by Laws
$ 1,385.00
3,025.00
5.00
TOTAL FOR GUARANTEED DEPOSITS $ 4 , 415 . 00
REFUNDS ;
Public Works - Vehicle Maintenance $ 180.77
Public Works 8,414.57
Public Works Highway 601.78
Public Works Overtime 80.00
Public Works - Dumping Maint. 3,368.00
Public Works - Tree Dept. 35.95
Highway Signs & Posts 150.00
Water Systems Maint. 5,908.22
Forest & Parks Field Maint. 1,294.85
Water Truck Reimb. 4,577.22
Water Meter Account 37.79
Sewer Salaries 240.00
Memo Sewer Account - Force Main 3,500.00
School 2,934.35
Telephone 58.05
Postage 147.64
Board of Health 207.22
Fire 2,601.41
Law 5 . 50
Assessors 50.00
Selectmen Advance Account 26.00
Veterans' Benefits 1,371.50
Police 683.12
Insurance Claim (damage to building) 33.00
State Code Book - Bldg. Dept. 53.65
Election & Registration 24.50
Real Estate 191.56
Motor Vehicle Excise 350.88
Town Hall Painting 2,500.00
Kasabuski Arena 411.41
Council on Aging 32.34
Conservation Comm. Fund 14,335.00
Continental Cable Water Improvement 2,668.00
Workmens' Comp. Public Works 17,913.80
Health 1,946.16
Cemetery 358.13
TOTAL FOR REFUNDS $77,292.37
TAILINGS
:
$ 2,806.04
TOTAL FOR RECEIPTS - FISCAL 1985 $ 30,308,554.23
MEMO:
Certificates of Deposit
Short Term
$16,203,282.96
75,457,341.00
TOTAL FOR MEMO $91,600,623.96
TRANSFERS & ADJUSTMENTS
Federal Disaster to General Account
CD. Duplicate
Sewer Acct. to General Account
Teachers' Retirement
Payroll Adjustment
Highway Governor Safety Program
Cemetery Perpetual Care S.T.
Anti Recession Fund
$ 33,431.00
350,000.00
2,800.00
2,597.92
1,490.74
3,000.00
200,000.00
(1,450.64 )
TOTAL FOR TRANSFERS & ADJUSTMENTS 591,869.02
JO
TOWN OF SAUGUS
EXPENDITURES FISCAL 1985
Total "Expenditures"
Less: - Fed. Rev. Sharing Payments
31,633.418.43
821.091.41
30,812,327.02
Add: — Memo (CD.)
Cert, of Deposits % 12,064,951.12
Short Term Invests. 75.017,341.00 87.082.292.12
Per "Cash Payments" (General Ledger) $ 117.894.619.14
NBH/nbs
1984 - 1985 EXPENDITURES
RECAPITULATION
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
PROTECTION OF PERSONS & PROPERTY
HEALTH & SANITATION
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
CHARITIES & VETERAN'S BENEFITS
SCHOOLS & LIBRARIES
RECREATION & UNCLASSIFIED
ENTERPRISES & CEMETERIES
INTEREST & MATURING DEBT
SPECIAL ARTICLES
JUDGMENTS
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
NON-APPROPRIATION
$ 1,621,580.41
3,414,969.68
3,518,806.14
200,132.78
59,605.18
11,109,702.42
2,125,050.46
338,734.47
1,629,870.00
1,147,635.19
15,600.00
$ 25,181,686.73
6.451.731.70 $ 31,633.418.*
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING $ 821,091.*
1984 - 1985 EXPENDITURES
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
JJ.
w, . I
BOARD OF APPEALS ;
Salaries
Expenses
PLANNING BOARD :
Salaries
Expenses
FINANCE COMMITTEE :
Expenses
BOARD OF SELECTMEN :
Salaries
Expenses
MANAGER :
Salaries
Longevity
Expenses
Postage
^B
-.;»
LAW:
Salaries
Expenses
DATA PROCESSING :
Salaries
Expenses
ACCOUNTING :
Salaries
Expenses
COLLECTOR & TREASURER :
Salaries
Expenses
Tax Title Foreclosure
Adv. (R.S.)
TOWN CLERK :
Salaries
Expenses
% 1,299.96
210.00
1,500.00
2,234.62
10,804.96
10,561.40
73,991.09
12.225.00
78,551.96
21.499.81
29,999.84
1,647.80
3,388.51
72,528.38
77,567.79
2.236.36
83,651.21
4,248.99
8,727.79
19.50
37,698.84
1,880.51
$ 1,509.96
3,734.62
170.00
21,366.36
186,267.86
31,647.64
75,916.89
79,804.15
96,647.49
39,579.35
191
- i -
A
ELECTION & REGISTRATION:
Salaries
Expenses
$ 11,268.59
19,698.18 $ 30,966.77
.
ASSESSORS:
Salaries
Expenses
57,012.74
3.877.00 60,889.74
i
PUBLIC WORKS:
Salaries
Expenses -
Expenses -
Expenses -
Expenses -
Adm.
M V Maint.
Motor Pool
Engineering
644,613.23
3,301.12
28,591.33
1,900.44
1,643.23 680,049.35
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS:
Equipment
Improvement
159,856.88
153,173.35 313,030.23
TOTAL FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENT
PROTEC
$ 1,621,5c;
rioiNJ OF PERSONS & PROPERTY
POLICE:
Salaries
Expenses
1 ,301,511.52
115.134.75 1 ,416,646.27
HARBORMASTER:
Salaries
Expenses
2,890.28
6,098.73 8,989.01
FIRE:
Salaries
Expenses
1 ,207,384.56
48,636.34 1 ,256,020.90
BUILDING:
Salaries
Expenses -
Expenses -
Adm.
Maintenance
117,521.28
3,040.11
154,796.47 275,357.86
BUILDING/ZONING/ELECTRICAL:
Expenses 15,762.90
ELECTRICAL:
Salaries
Expenses - Maintenance
Streetlighting
Streetlighting (R.S.)
47,397.38
108,406.37
579.50
270,000.00 426,383.25
- 2 -
SEALER - WGTS & MEASURE :
Salaries
Expenses
CONSERVATION COMMISSION :
Salaries
Expenses
CIVIL DEFENSES ;
Expenses
4,574.89
415.59
1,250.04
5.674.69
$ 4,990.48
6,924.73
3,894.28
J*
TOTAL FOR PROTECTION OF PERSONS & PROPERTY .... $ 3,414,969.68
HEALTH & SANITATION
INSPECTION :
Salaries
HEALTH ;
Salaries
Expenses
Mosquito Control
Rodent Control
Rubbish Contract
Resco
CANINE CONTROL ;
Salaries
Expenses
COUNCIL ON AGING :
Expenses
SEWER DIVISION:
Expenses - Maintenance
BONDS:
Sewer Bond - Phase III
Sewer Bond - Phase IV
Lincoln Ave - Force Main
80,647.87
17,620.86
8,139.53
550.74
174,445.92
264.203.59
28,618.48
5,037.11
19,879.75
1,797,226.85
934.265.45
52,476.37
545,608.51
33,655.59
31,480.01
104,213.61
2,751,372.05
TOTAL FOR HEALTH & SANTITATION $ 3,518,806.14
- 3 -
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
o*3,
HIGHWAY DIVISION :
Expenses
Snow & Ice
Schools
$ 120,179.43
74,396.60
3,556.75 $ 200,132.78
TOTAL FOR HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES $ 200,132
CHARITIES & VETERAN'S BENEFTIS
VETERAN'S BENEFITS :
Salaries
Expenses - Adm.
Expenses - Aids
5,000.04
583.78
54.021.36 59,605.18
TOTAL FOR CHARITIES & VETERAN'S BENEFITS % 59,605
SCHOOLS & LIBRARIES
SCHOOLS:
Salaries
Expenses
LIBRARIES:
Salaries
Expenses
8,366,022.62
2,603.887.39
131,828.31
7.964.10
10,969,910.01
139,792.41
TOTAL FOR SCHOOLS & LIBRARIES . % 11,109,702
RECREATION & UNCLASSIFIED
PLAYGROUND :
Salaries
Expenses
KASABUSKI RINK :
Salaries
Expenses
INSURANCE:
8,799.98
20,968.17
48,328.86
30.314.47
Expenses 237,660.32
Medical & Group Ins. (R.S) 551.071.91
29,768.15
78,643.33
788,732.23
- 4 -
c26.
HOLIDAYS & CELEBRATIONS:
Expenses $ 1,500.00
:0NTRIBUT0RY RETIREMENT: mH r ii.A'mHHB
Expenses 1,113,246.00
.. .
NON-CONTRIBUTORY RETIREMENT:
H&U
Salaries % 105,555.15
Expenses 7.605.60 113.160.75
Ell
i
TOTAL FOR RECREATION & UNCLASSIFIED % 2,125,050.46
ENTERPRISES & CEMETERIES
WATER DIVISION:
i
Expenses 82,800.02
* mm
CEMETERIES:
Salaries 109,119.69
Expenses 6,162.40 115.282.09
WM 1
mm "s '
\
FORESTRY & PARKS:
Salaries - Forestry 40,806.56
Salaries - Parks 52,202.06
Expenses 47,643-74 140,652.36
% 338,734.47TOTAL FOR ENTERPRISES & CEMETERIES
1
INTEREST & MATURING DEBT
.
,
MATURING DEBT: 790,000.00
SERIAL LOAN: 200,000.00
INTEREST:
'
Maturing Debt 618,470.00
Serial Loan 21,400.00 639.870.00
TOTAL FOR INTEREST & MATURING DEBT % 1,629,870.00
% 1,147,635.19SPECIAL ARTICLES:
- 5 -
- 6 -
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JUDGMENTS
:
$ 15.600. .
TOTAL FOR APPROPRIATIONS $ 25,181,686.
oZ<S>.
1984 - 1985 EXPENDITURES
REVOLVING FUNDS & PUBLIC LAW ACCOUNTS
ATHLETIC REVOLVING FUND:
Expenses
CAFETERIA REVOLVING FUND:
%Salaries 252,087.35
Expenses 381,994.97
EVENING SCHOOL REVOLVING FUND:
Salaries 28,534.00
Expenses 1,154.44
SUMMER SCHOOL COMPUTER FUN]3:
Salaries
SUMMER SCHOOL FUND:
.
Salaries 10,549.20
Expenses 100.00
BOOK REVOLVING FUND:
Expenses
PUBLIC LAW ACCOUNTS:
P.L. 94-482 FY 84 Exp 290.00
P.L. 94-482 Exp 9.65
P.L. 94-482 FY 85 Sal 15,893.00
Exp 12,309.75
P.L. 94-142 Title VIB Exp 20,128.56
P.L. 94-142 Sal 76,975.34
Exp 50,149.93
P.L. 94-142 Spec Nds Exp 1,514.31
P.L. 94-142 Exp 2,917.00
P.L. 89-313 Title I Exp 3,634.02
P.L. 89-313 Title I Exp 1,047.24
P.L. 89-314 Title I Exp 2,857.84
CH I #84-262-156 Sal 200.00
Exp 13,933.64
CH I #85-262-156 Sal 134,097.04
Exp 3,213.01
Ch 2 FY 85 Exp 23,653.86
$ 16,986.31
634,082.32
29,688.44
4,276.25
10,649.20
10.00
363,824.19
TOTAL FOR REVOLVING FUNDS & PUBLIC LAW ACCOUNTS 1,058,516.71
- 7 -
AGENCIES & TRUSTS
PERPETUAL CARE BEQUESTS ;
GUARANTEED DEPOSITS ;
Planning Board
Board of Appeals
WITHHOLDING :
Federal Taxes
State Taxes
Medical
Group Insurance
E G R
COUNTY :
County Charges
STATE :
Fish & Games Licenses
State Charges
SPECIAL SEWER ACCOUNT ;
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY :
ARTS LOTTERY :
CONSERVATION COMMISSION FUND :
BI-CENTENNIAL COMMISSION ;
OTHER:
$ 19,980.00
$ 1,020.41
2.407.85
2,074,206.77
655,253.37
544,241.73
12,640.58
206.60
7,712.50
1,344.570.00
TOTAL FOR AGENCIES & TRUSTS
REFUNDS:
Personal Property-
Real Estate
Motor Vehicle Excise
Boat Excise
Sewer & Water
Interest, Demands, & Fines
Medical & Ins.
Others
1,051.89
152,571.66
10,535.03
31.25
254.10
2,099.00
823.00
420.00
3,428.26
3,286,549.05
382,477.78
1,352,282.50
16,410.13
143,529.76
6,856.50
11,835.00
1,960.00
120.08
$ 5,225,42!
167,785.93
- 8 -
sj&
rOTAL FOR REFUNDS 167,785.93
COTAL FOR NON-APPROPRIATION 6.451.751.70
COTAL FOR FISCAL 1985 - EXPENDITURES • 51.635.418.43
MEMO; (EXPENDITURES)
Certificate of Deposits
Short Term Investments
Certificate of Deposits
Short Term Investments
Repro
(R.S.
(R.S.
(R.S.
12,064,951.12
75,017,341.00
150,000.00
206,752.00
2,2?9 t ?14.^ $ 89.678.358.67
GORMAN B. HANSEN
rOWN ACCOUNTANT
abs 8-9-85
- 9 -
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OFFICE OF THE TOWN ACCOUNTANT
BOND DEBT SCHEDULE
OUTSTANDING DEBT AS OF JUNE 30. EACH YEAR
YEAR
1982 % 4,265,000
1983 8,975,000
1984 8,110,000
1985
'
7,320,000
1986 6,720,000
1987 6,120,000
1988 5,575,000
1989 5,050,000
1990 4,540,000
1991 4,045,000
1992 3,550,000
1993 3,055,000
1994 2,560,000
1995 2,165,000
1996 1,770,000
1997 1,475,000
1998 1,180,000
1999 • 885,000
2000 590,000
2001 295,000
Norman B. Hansen
Town Accountant
3&
OFFICE OF THE TOWN ACCOUNTANT
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS
BOND MATURITIES AND INTEREST PAYABLE BY FISCAL YEAR
1982 to 2001 INCLUSIVE
CATEGORY
Sewer
School
Water
1982
Sewer
School
Water
1983
Sewer
School
Water
1984
Sewer
School
1985
Sewer
School
1986
Sewer
School
1987
Sewer 1988
Sewer 1989
Sewer 1990
Sewer 1991
Sewer 1992
Sewer 1993
Sewer 1994
Sewer 1995
Sewer 1996
Sewer 1997
Sewer 1998
Sewer 1999
Sewer 2000
Sewer 2001
Sewer 2002
NBH
PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTALS
$ 460,000
450,000
15.000 $ 925,000
$ 211,338
40,065
1-725 $ 253,128 $ 1,,178,128
455,000
425,000
15.000 895,000
188,445
23,080
1.035 212,560 1 ,107,560
675,000
175,000
15.000 865,000
655
12
510
,020
667,875 1 ,532,875
615,000
175.000 790,000
612
6
,010
,460 618,470 1,408,470
585,000
15.000 600,000
570 ,385
900 571,285 1 ,171,285
585,000
15.000 600,000
529 ,255
?00 529,555 1 ,129,555
545,000 483,935 1 ,033,935
525,000 449,825 974,825
510,000 411,445 921,445
495,000 373,635 868,635
495,000 336,065 831,065
495,000 298,495 793,495
495,000 260,925 755,925
395,000 223,355 618,355
395,000 190,885 585,885
295,000 158,120 453,120
295,000 132,160 427,160
295,000 105,905 400,905
295,000 79,650 374,650
295,000 53,100 348,100
295,000 26,550 321,550
99
JL
TAX RATE AND VALUATIONS
1961-1986 INCLUSIVE
YEAR TAX RATE VALUATION
1961 $ 76.40 $ 34,894,753
1962 77.00 38,355,515
1963 78.30 39,454,859
1964 83.60 40,848,389
1965 87.20 42,474,390
1966 94.00 43,674,740
1967 107.50 44,662,940
1968 117.00 45,539,070
1969 39.70 162,827,200
1970 35.20 195,886,400
1971 37.80 199,344,800
1972 44.70 195,360,825
1973-1974 44.70 197,403,600
1975 49.90 202,740,950
1976 52.80 212,014,775
1977 55.00 230,556,175
1978 57.80 234,213,335
1979 59.90 237,823,655
1980 55.90 241,833,085
1981 66.20 246,005,275
1982 25.00 571,598,650
1983 25.00 580,627,027
1984 25.00 771,052,600
1985 25.00 772,019,800
1986 25.00 793,186,800
Norman B. Hansen, Town Accountant
^DEBT ACCOUNTS
JUNE 30, 1983
Net Funded or Fixed Debt:
Inside Debt Limit:
General
,
Outside Debt Limit:
General
Serial Loans:
Inside Debt Limit:
General
:
Sewer
,
Outside Debt Limit
General
Sewer
School,
(IN DOLLARS)
$ 275,000
7,045,000
$ 7,320,000
$ 275,000
7,015,000
30,000
$ 7,320,000
»•. <
.< I
I
,'j
I
I
I &
lv>3
*,
NBH/nbs
TRUST AND IlMVESTMFMT ACCOUNTS
JUNtt 30, 1985
M
Trust arid Investments Funds
Cash and Securities:
In Custody of Treasurer, $ 748,769-43
$ 748,769.45
In Custody of Treasurer:
Library Funds
:
Benjamin No Johnson,
George W. Wilson,
Conservation Fund
,
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds,
George F. Price Scholarship Fund,
Investment Funds
:
Post-War Rehabilitation,
Stabilization,
5,450.66
2,001.66
90,253.53
474,548.44
15,617.60
67.63
160,829.91
• 748,769.45
NBH/nbs
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MEMO
DATE: March 27, 1986
TO: PAUL RABCHENUK, TOWN MANAGER
FROM: Assessors Department
SUBJECT: ANNUAL REPORT
Attached please find the 1985 ANNUAL REPORT submitted
by the Board of Assessors.
ASSESSORS OFFICE
TOWN OF SAUGUS
MASSACHUSETTS
&/
ANNUAL REPORT - ASSESSORS DEPARTMENT
19 8 5
The Board of Assessors finalized valuations of all real and
personal property as of January 1, 1985. At a public hearing
held October 1, 1985 the Board of Selectmen selected a resi-
dential factor to determine the percentages of the tax burden
to be borne by each class of property for fiscal year 1986.
On October 10, 1985 the Board of Assessors received approval of
the tax rate from the Commissioner of Revenue. Real and personal
property bills, for fiscal 1986, were mailed on October 23, 1985.
TAX RATE SUMMARY - FISCAL 1986
Gross amount to be raised
Estimated receipts and available funds
Net amount to be raised by taxation
$ 27,561,922.00
11 ,227,170.00
$ 16,334,752.00
REAL ESTATE VALUATION
Class
1
Residential
2
Open Space
3
Commercial
4
Industrial
5
Personal Property
Tax Rate Levy by Class Valuation
17.39 9,875,419.34 568,014,200
17.39 49,657.65 2,856,500
28.83 4,018,316.32 139,373,400
28.83 1 ,604,987.39 55,668,500
28.83 786,371 .30 27,274,200
TOTAL 16,334,752.00 793,186,800
Report of Assessors Page 2
LOCAL EXPENDITURES
Appropriations
Other Local Expenditures
Tax Title Foreclosure
Court Judgments
Total Offsets
Snow and Ice
Overlay Deficits
Total Expenditures
State and County Assessments
Overlay
Gross Amount to be Raised
25,193,434.00
16,950.00
14,600.00
98,71 1.00
44,397.00
50,201 .00
224,859.00
1 ,260,869.00
882,760.00
27,561,922.00
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS
Estimated Receipts from State
Over Estimated State and County
Local Estimated Receipts
Free Cash
Available Funds
Revenue Sharing
TOTAL
BREAKDOWN OF LOCAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Motor Vehicle
Licenses
Fines
Parking Tickets
General Government
Protection of Persons and Property
Libraries
Kasabuski Rink
Interest
Public Service Enterprises (water department)
In Lieu of Tax Payments
Trailer Park Fees
Real Estate Interest & Costs
Motor Vehicle Excise Interest & Costs
Boat Excise
Police Special Details
Dump Permits
Lien Certificates
Harbormaster
Boat Insurance
TOTAL
Less Water Resources Authority
TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS - LOCAL
5,573,903.00
6,692.00
2,085,264.00
913,091 .00
1,958,220.00
690,000.00
11,227,170.00
871,342.,00
148,556 .00
84,812 .00
62,650..00
22,680..00
24,020..00
4,068..00
90,878..00
359,363..00
574,210..00
7,012..00
8,322 .00
75,533..00
40,379..00
2,299..00
24,641
.
.00
22,224..00
10,425..00
11,170..00
24,800..00
2,469,384..00
384,120..00
2,085,264..00
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COMPARISON SHOWING VALUATION INCREASE FOR PERSONAL PROPERTY
Personal Property Fiscal 1986
Personal Property Fiscal 1985
TOTAL VALUE INCREASE
27,274,200
26,889,100
385,100
COMPARISON SHOWING VALUATION INCREASE FOR REAL ESTATE
Real
Real
Estate
Estate
Fiscal
Fiscal
1986
1985
765,912,600
745,130,700
TOTAL VALUE INCREASE 20.781 .900
COMPARISON SHOWING INCREASE FOR MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
Year Number of Bills Valuation
1985 25,184 52,185,450
1984 23,705 40,712,200
GAIN IN REVENUE
COMPARISON BOAT EXCISE
Year Number of Bills Valuation
1985 135 551,800
1984 112 405,200
GAIN IN REVENUE
NUMBER OF EXEMPTIONS GRANTED FISCAL 1986
Hardship
Police Widow
Deferred
Blind
Elderly (over 70)
Paraplegics (Veterans)
Veterans
Widow
Denials (various)
13
1
1
20
187
5
485
47
8
Amount
$1,090,858.57
849,098.97
$ 241.759.60
Amount
: 5,518.00
4,052.00
! 1.466.00
FISCAL 1985
12
1
1
20
193
5
423
38
12
Respectfully submitted,
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
"^Frederick J. Wafaner, Chairman
Martin G. Trabucco, Assessor
Benjamin MacGlashin, Assessor
&
TOWN OF SAUGUS
MASSACHUSETTS
1985
ANNUAL REPORT- -BUILDING DEPARTMENT
Permits issued for major construction were new retail stores at 171
Broadway and a shopping mall at 182-184 Broadway.
Three restaurants constructed additions to their buildings, they were:
The Hilltop, to its Butcher Shop, Kowloon, and Brothers Limited to their
existing buildings.
There was a great decrease in residential construction due to the sewer
moritorium in town. There were thirty five (35) new single homes and
three (3) two family homes built during the year. However, residential
alterations and additions were numbered at 254 this year, an increase
from 181 last year.
Major business renovations took place on Route I. The Eyelab store was
constructed at the former Hooper-Ames building at 739 Broadway and Manu-
factures Marketplace is now occupying the store of the former Berkes'
Fabrics located at 1373 Broadway. Also, Lexington Furniture of 30
Broadway is now at the site of the former Roman Spa building and Lendy's
Restaurant is now occupying Vicki's Choice at theTJMaxx shopping mall.
There were a few minor business renovations performed on Route I. Alden'
s
Inc. located in the New England Shopping Center and the Casual Male at
87 Broadway remodeled the interior of their stores. The McDonald Corpora-
tion located at 738 Broadway added a cashiers booth to their building and
Meineke Muffler of 819 Broadway is renovating due to a fire and adding a
bay. The Full of Bull restaurant, 127 Broadway has constructed a canopy
and an outdoor refrigeration unit on their property. Seal Coat, 291
Broadway and Northeastern Fence, 72-74 Broadway have constructed sheds.
There were non-residential additions in other parts of town, for example:
Petrie Florist has constructed a plastic house at 409 Lynn Fells Parkway,
the Dragon Island II located at 44 Hamilton Street will now occupy the
Family Auto store who has relocated to the former Petersons Ice Cream
shop at 62 Hamilton Street, and Weylu's Restaurant, 24 Frank Bennet
Highway, has remodeled their kitchen. Also, the Saugus Co-Operative
Bank of 389 Lincoln Avenue has remodeled its interior and Robert Cornetta
has constructed offices at 394 Lincoln Avenue.
Building Department Page 2
Demolition permits were issued for the Saugus General Hospital, Santoro's
Restaurant, five (5) houses, a garage and a shed.
Thirty six (36) wood/coal stoves were installed this year, a decrease
from sixty two (62) last year.
Many wall and pole signs were erected in various parts of town.
There were seventy four (74) occupancy permits issued during the year.
Attached is a breakdown of permits issued by the Building Department
during 1985.
4
i!
Submitted by: *«U£^JL/t
:^
JJUr, ?jm.SS
Wilfred %dg$
Acting Building Inspe
WR/pf
Attachments
cc: Town Manager
Board of Selectmen
TOWN OF SAUGUS
MASSACHUSETTS
1985
TOTAL PERMITS ---BUILDING DEPARTMENT
4*
TYPE NO, ESTIMATED COST
Residential:
New Homes (1 family) 35 $ 2 ,073,000.00
New Homes (2 family) 3 $ 222,000.00
Alterations /Additions 254 $ 1 ,580,515.00
Roof ing/ Siding 79 $ 267,491.00
Wood/Coal Stoves 33 $ 28,550.00
Pools 49 $ 290,689.00
Sheds 13 $ 7,295.00
Garages 13 $ 59,300.00
Demolition-restaurant, hospital,
houses
,
garage and shed 9 $ 71,300.00
Non -Residential
:
Retail Store 1 $ 700,000.00
Commercial buildings 6 $ 1 ,530,000.00
Roofing 1 $ 5,900.00
Signs 26 $ 47,800.00
Alterat ions /Additions 32 $ 1 ,420,899.00
Shed 2 $ 105,000.00
TOTAL 557 $ 8 ,407,739.00
SAUGUS CABLE TV COMMISSION
Saugus, Massachusetts
ANNUAL REPORT
^VX-
o,^.
January, 19 86
%
to
-o
c^
^
Hon. John Gould, Chairman
Board of Selectmen
Town Hall
Saugus, Ma.
Dear Mr. Gould:
The Saugus Cable TV Commission met for the 44th session since
its founding and for the first time in 1985 on January 10.
Much of this meeting was spent learning about the new sales
promotion and channel selectors about to be introduced to the community
by the Continental Cable Television Company.
Because of de-regulation, much of the Commission's authority
has been removed, and it was re-affirmed by unanimous vote that the
Commission need meet only once every three months but would be available
for special meetings at the call of the chairman.
The highlight of the March meeting centered on the company
policy regarding the introduction of remote control units. The pricing
policy came under dispute and Commissioner, Dr. Ted Golan, requested a
ruling by the Town Counsel on the legality of such a policy based on a
decision of the Attorney General relating to a Lynn case. The letter
was sent by the Commission and a decision was expected soon.
Continental made a payment of $3,093.50 to the Town per agree-
ment of the license and seven members were re-appointed to the Cable TV
Commission.
The Company was asked by the Selectmen to purchase a V VCR
for use at the studio as requested by the High School and supported by
the Commission. This was done.
The June meeting was quite long as it dealt with hearing two
complaints by subscribers who felt that they had been mistreated by the
Company.
Mrs. Carpenter's complaint proved to be legitimate, and she
received an apology from the company. Mr. Morris' complaint was more
complicated and took further investigation. It eventually was resolved
with the fault being in the television sets owned by Mr. Morris.
Dr. Golan reported that the company had been in contact with
Selectman David Smith and asked that we withhold any action on remote
control unit ruling until the company had a chance to review and rewrite
policy. Commission voted a 30 day delay.
\
I
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In September the company announced some personnel changes
at the company offices and some rate adjustments for municipal,
commercial and institutional facilities.
Commissioner Dave Berkowitch complained about the very poor
quality of transmission from the Selectmen's meetings. The company
acknowledged same and stated that corrections were underway.
One of the new additions to the company personnel was Drew
Bouldin who was in charge of community services. Through his special
efforts, Saugus enjoyed excellent election night coverage. Our special
thanks to Mr. Bouldin, Dr. Mangini, Dr. Golan, Mr. Clayton Trefry,
Mr. Richard Reynolds and the visiting guests and technicians who made
the transmission possible.
As the year drew to a close, the company announced a rate in-
crease that effected most of the subscribers. The Commission was not
pleased with the price increase nor with the fact that it was publicly
announced before being presented to the Commission and then to the
Board of Selectmen.
The long-awaited adjustment in the remote control pricing was
presented by the company, and it also proved unsatisfactory to the
Commission. Once again, we waited but had no input into the decision.
Further, it was announced, not presented to the Commission.
At the request of the Board of Selectmen, a second special
meeting was held in December to review the rate increase. Again we
repeated that we have no control due to de-regulation, but we did note
that the new rates were in keeping with the surrounding communities.
The overall conclusion of the Commission is that Continental is
still one of the better cablevision companies, and we have no major
complaints. Our only recourse to action under the current ruling is to
appeal our complaints to the Board of Selectmen and the public.
Our suggestions include more local origination programs (School
Committee Meetings, if possible), more and improved use of the instructional
loop and technical improvement of Selectmen Meeting transmission.
**"
mi" *
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TOWN OF SAUGUS
CANINE SHELTER
S13R MAIN ST. - SAUGUS. MASS. 01S06
Telephone 233. 7ee
Paul T. Rabchenuk
Town Manager
Town Ha I I
Saugus , Massachusetts
KECEfVED
MAR 1 2 1986 I
U-FIU. Ur loWN MANAGE*
Dear Mr. Rabchenuk
t
The following is the 1985 Annual Report of the Saugus Canine
Department .*
The Saugus Canine Department cons i sts of Mr. Joseph Cjiancola
,
Department Head, Canine Officer, Richard A. Prescott
,
part-
time Canine Officer, Kevin Nichols and part-time Canine Officer
Walter W. Hohmann-.
'
COURT WORK:
166 Hearing notices were typed and delivered by the
Department in order to break the Court ' s log Jam
75 Complaints requested in follow-up of regular
ticket ing activity. This involves paperwork
,
court appearances , etc.
220 Persons paid ten (10) dollar fines in the Lynn
District Court.
57 Warrants were issued by the Department for the
year 1985.
VANDALISM
REMOVAL
The dog pound was broken into through the garage door
A dog was removed from the pound without permission
and the outside run fence was cut.
One canine was ordered removed from the Town of Saugus
by the Board of Selectmen
.
-2.-
CAN1NE SHELTER:
The interior of the Canine Shelter was painted by the
Canine Officer. This was done to keep the shelter
looking respectable. Many hours were spent preparing
a nd paint i ng thi s buildi ng .
INSPECTOR Of ANIMALS:
Officer Prescott inspected all livestock in the town
consisting of one hundred and fifty-six (156) horses
,
two (2) ponies, two hundred and twenty-five (225)
swine and two (2) goats.
WQ BITES:
The Canine t)epartment invest igated twenty (20) dog
bites. Reports were made on all of these and quar-
antines were issued by the Health department
.
7Z.
Respectfu I I ys-ubmi tted,
RAP : em
Richard A. Prescott
,
Canine Officer
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TOWN CI • • Vrrlut
TOWNOFSAil-rll^.^ASS.
CEMETERY DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT - 1985
The Cemetery Department had a total of 148 interments. The
Department sold 113 new gravesites. Poured 59 cement monument
foundations. Set 16 flat markers and 18 veterans markers.
Again the income matched or exceeded what was appropriated
for the Cemetery Department in both Salaries and Expenses.
The Cemetery Department income was $145,2 70.05 from all sources,
including Perpetual Care interest income. The Department had
$31,150.00 from interment fees, $16,820.00 in Land Sales,
$16,815.00 in new Perpetual Care Agreements, $7,02 4.80 from
monument foundations, $45.2 5 Annual Care Petty Cash and
approximately $73,415.00 in Perpetual Care interest from the
Perpetual Care Fund. The Perpetual Care Fund has approximately
$480,894, as of December 1985.
Walter V. Kelley, Jr., Chairman
Peter Anganis
Gene Leighton
Board of Cemetery Commissioners
Milton R. Moore
Superintendent
MASSACHUSETTS
Civil Defense
Michael V. Favale
director 11 June 1986
Annual Report for 1985
Town of Saugus - Civil Defense
To : Town Manager
Another year has passed and Civil Defense in all it's functions - Police,
Fire, and Rescue were well prepared and ready when needed.
Your Director Mike Favale and his Deputy Bill O'Brien have been busy
attending seminars, working groups and Directors meetings. The subjects
ranged from disaster funding to hazardous material handling.
This year gov't surplus activities were better than last year. We managed
to get some decent furniture, equipment, and parts to help us maintain
our older but serviceable vehicles.
Our volunteers have really been busy this year - Gloria (HURRICANE) which
hit in September kept all our folks busy. The coordinated effort and
planning of the key Town departments, plus many volunteer contractor
help made the clean-up effort run pretty smooth. This effort was followed
up by meetings and damage surveys and reports between myself and Public
Works (Joe Attubato) . Inspections by the State and Federal people were
coordinated with Joe and myself in our effort to reimbursement money for
the Town.
A lot of work was accomplished by the volunteers up at the barn on our
old equipment. The DUCW is almost ready for the water, another emergency
pump was overhauled; all the Christmas lights and decorations were put up,
taken down, repaired and stored for use this coming Christmas. As usual
we lost lights and bulbs to vandals.
The Auxiliary Police did their normal outstanding job with school patrol,
church traffic control, parade participation and control for many town
functions. We also supported coordinated exercises with State and other
local organizations simulating natural emergencies. We are still trying
to find a home for the Auxiliary Police and EOC.
I wish to express my sincerest thanks and appreciation to all those volun-
teers who gave their time and effort with the emergencies and the normal
two nights a week meetings in repairing and maintaining equipment we need
to do our job.
Michael V. Favale
Director
/Y^a^^t.
JK
3nron nf ^augua
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
& PLANNING DEPARTMENT
SAUGUS, MASS. 01906
(617) 233-881 1
ANNUAL REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING
The Town's first full-time Director of Community Development
and Planning was appointed in July, 1986. The position is
funded by a combination of Town Funds, and a grant from the
Massachusetts Executive Office of Communities and Development
Capacity Building Program.
In addition to community-wide planning activities the
program has specific priorities including;
-economic development and planning for improvements to the
Saugus Harbor area, Route 107, and the Saugus Marsh
-planning for land use, zoning, and capital improvements
on Route 1
-planning for housing opportunity for low and moderate
income individuals in Saugus
Specific accomplishments have included the following:
-an $880,000 grant for waterfront improvements at the
Town's landing at Ballard Street on the Saugus River
-a $185,000 grant for improvements at Saugus Center
-placement of Saugus Town Hall on the National Register
of Hi stor ic PI aces
-submittal of a $100,000 grant (50% funded) for improvements
to Saugus Town Hall
-a $1,500 grant from the National Trust for Historic
Preservation for architectural improvement at Saugus Town
Hall
-a $800.00 grant from the Arts Lottery to prepare a video
tape of Saugus Historic Structures for educational use
-the Town was awarded funds for acquisition of properties
for conservation purposes in Golden Hills, Salters Mills,
and Vi negar Hill
J-the State of Massachusetts awarded the Town a waterfront
parcel on Ballard Street for a "Marine Mini Park"
-the Town was approved funding for roadway improvements
on Main and Walnut Streets by the Urban Systems Program
-Saugus Center was awarded a Commercial Area Revi ta
1
izat ion
District (CARD) designation which will afford financing
incentives for commercial improvement.
An office has been established with shared quarters with
the Conservation Commission, with a shared part-time secretary.
Both the Department of Community Development & Planning and the
Conservation Commission can be reached at (617) 233-8811.
Respectfully Submitted,
Paula A. Newcomb, Director
Community Development & Planning
Kathleen Leo
Secretary
Romi n Koebel
,
Town Planner
(resigned, July 1985)
JSf.
Qlnnm nf Saugus
FAIR HOUSING COMMITTEE
Community Development and Planning Office
TOWN HALL, SAUGUS, MA 01906
(617) 233-8811 equal opportunity housing
ANNUAL REPORT
FAIR HOUSING COMMITTEE
The Saugus Fair Housing Committee was reactivated in
November of 1985 with the following members:
Fred Andrews, Chairman
John Picarello
Alvin Wade
Patricia Donoghue
Gail Nelson, Clerk
Joseph Giancola
Steve Welch
Rev. Louis Link
Joseph Vinard, Vice Chairman
Paula Newcomb, Fair Housing Director
Robert Davis
The goals of the Fair Housing Committee as adopted at it's
conception include the following:
-development of an outreach program to inform tenants and potential
home buyers of their housing rights under state and federal laws.
-establish criteria for housing site selection which promotes
equal opportunity objectives for assisted housing and other
publ ic f aci
1
ities .
-analyze current zoning by laws to determine revisions which
would permit low and moderate income housing opportunity in
the community.
-promote improved public transportation to provide equal access
to employment centers and community facilities and services.
-develop and promote additional subsidized housing.
The Fair Housing Commission meets on a monthly basis at
Heritage Heights. The Committee can be reached through the
Town's Department of Community Development and Planning at
233-8811.
J3:
AnaUal Report
Year enaed 12/31/35
SAJG-US council on aging
The purpose of this report from the Saugus Council on iiging
for the year 1985 is to snow the vitality of some of the programs
by explaining the brighter areas of accomplishment.
The 1984 report concluded by committing tne Saugus Council
on Aging to promote .new programs i±na services for the year 1985.
A strong effort was made ay some of the council to acnieve tnis
goal, and we feel that much has Deen accomplished. Senior citi-
zenry has oecome a major factor in tne American way of life, as
is evidenced on the national, state and local levels wherein the
seniors are actively involved in the political, economic and
social development of the community. It is particularly true in
Saugus where twenty to twenty-five percent of the population are
senior citizens. rfe have, therefore, devoted our effort to
sponsoring programs that would involve seniors in promoting com-
munity development. Seniors shoula no longer oe regarded as a
puolic liaoility but as a viaole force in tne future of Saugus.
The Saugus Council on Aging held eleven regular meetings at
the Senior Center during the year 1985. Attendance was excellent
at all meetings. The first meeting, held on January 14, 1935, was
the Annual meeting at which time officers were elected for tne year
1935. Frederick P. Andrews was elected Chairman; Louise Margolis,
Vice Chairman; Ellen Emond, Secretary; and Mary Sullivan, treasurer
Past Annual Reports have enumerated tne proceedings of each meeting
in chronological order. vie are omitting this procedure tnis year
because copies of the minutes of each meeting have alreauy oeen
-2-
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forwarded to the Town Manager ana the Board of Selectman,
In February, 1935 » Mrs. Gail Nelson was nired as Director of tae
Saugus Senior Jenter. Mrs. Nelson brought many innovated and pro-
gressive programs to the attention of the Council on Aging. Tne
concept of the operation of a Senior Center and the duties of the
Director had not oeen in complete compliance with tne guidelines as
requested by the Dept. of Elder Affairs, Mrs. Nelson's programs
were somewhat beyond the comprehension of some members of the Saugus
Council on Aging and were met with strong resistance. Altnough she
accomplished much in a positive manner, the negative attitude of
the COA prevailed and she resigned the position in December, 1985-
The Senior Center had a successful year. Many new programs were
implemented, such as a monthly newsletter, painting classes, arts and
crafts, Japanese Bunka and other creative programs. Socially, tne
Center is ranked highly Dy tne state ana local agencies. Financially
it is supported oy many sources, most particularly tne Route One
Businessmen's Association which has contributed #15*000 to tne
Center since its inception. Other sources of income are rentals,
profits from social affairs, tne boutique _oid personal donations.
The COA subsidized tine operation of the Center in 1^85 oy #6,331.60.
The total operating cost of tne facility is approximately #60,0J0 a
year. Improvements made to taw Center oy the COA were landscaping,
completion of the parking lot ~nd a re^r entrance to the building.
Also, there was installation of new plumoing in some areas. Future
improvements are on the planning ooara.
Certain members of the Council on Aging attended many local ana state
seminars, tnus enabling the Saugus COA to enhance its image and gain
knowledge that will aid the senior citizens of Saugus. All costs for
the sessions were borne oy the individual participants. To sum up,
the Senior Center had a successful year, out it was accomplished with
some difficulty and lack of cooperation on many levels.
Grants have been awarded in the amount of #11,450, the oulk of which
had to be earmarked for the Director's contractual agreement. Also,
Saugus, in consortium with wLice field, and Melrose, received a grant
of #21,700 for Home Inprovenent Programs to oe administered by the
N. 2. Vocational School. Saugus would n_ve received approximately
<i|32,000 more that Mrs. Nelson w^s working to obtain in conjunction
with the Methodist Church and tne Dept. of Elder Affairs. Her resigna-
tion made it impossible to follow through and tne Saugus Council on
A** ins? was removed from consideration.
As Chairman of the Council on Aging, I n^ve attempted to introduce
a Senior Center philosophy that creates an atmosphere tnat recognizes
the value of human life, individually ~nu collectively, and affirms
the dignity and self-worth of the older adult. £he Senior Center move-
ment is based on tne premise that
process and tnat adults have one ri pit to have
matters in which they have a vital interest. Ay personal impression-
is tnat I have met a great deal of opposition to this philosophy in
Saugus Town Government, most particularly in the funding of activities.
Lging is a normal developmental
voice in determining
si
-3-
Older persons are individuals with ambitions, capabilities and
creative capacities. Iney have certain oasic needs, including op-
portunities for relationship and the development of a sense of
achievement. They need access to sources of information and help
for personal and family problems. The,, have a right to make choices
and to, be a oart of decision-Hiding processes. Personally, I have
adopted this' philosophy and ^m makings ~n attempt to implement it in
the Saugus Council of Aging ana in the Senior Center.
Senior Center staffs are ooliged to create ana maintain a climate of
respect, trust and support, ana to provide opportunities for older
persons to exercise their s-.ilis and develop tneir potentialities as
experienced adults within the context of the wnole community to which
they oelong and to which tne M. contribute tneir wisdom, experience and
insight.
The prime purpose of trie Saugus Council on .aging snould oe to estaolish
a written policy and statement of its goals, Dased on the needs and
interests of older people in its service area. I have attempted to
estaolish a policy-making committee for this purpose and have met with
limited cooperation. Mrs. Margaret Doherty, wno will oe assuming the
directorship of the Senior Center on June 1, 1956, is aware of tne need
of such policies and is qualified and capaole of implementing tnem.
The average age of the Saugus Council on Aging members is approximately
seventy-five years. This situation is not in compliance with State
recommendations. It sometimes becomes difficult for people in this agel
bracket to comprehend and adapt to newer metnods of procedure and
operation. Also, they are limited physically to perform efficiently.
More consideration should oe given to the selection of applicants to
serve on the COA.
A Senior Center should practise sound fiscal planning, management,
record-keeping and reporting. We have oeen lax in accountaou^uty
.
Mr. James Nicholl, a hew member of tne Council and, incidentally, the
youngest, has prepared an excellent system of fiscal accountability
which we plan to put in operation for Enseal 1986-1987. Budgeting of
funds other than those provided oy tne Town should oe a part of our
financial structure. It will oe an essential tool in evaluation for
determining tne efficiency of the Center's operation. A budget will
also be useful for soliciting resources a.nd developing support for the
Center.
>ie feel that the seniors of Saugus have uone much in fiscal 1985-1986
to enhance the image of Saugus. It is our aesire to cooperate to the
best of our ability with government, community agencies and organiza-
tions in order to obtain for older people access to comprenensive
services. We wish to be a source of public information, community
education, advocacy and opportunities for community involvement of
senior citizens.
Frederick P. Andrews, Chairman
Saugus Council on Aging
JZ>
TOWN OF SAUGUS
MASSACHUSETTS
BRUCE G. NICHOLS
INSPECTOR OF WIRES
1985
ANNUAL REPORT- -ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
The following is the Annual Repart of the Electrical Department
for the year 1985:
INSPECTIONS
TEES
:
There were four hundred and seventy-nine (4-79) Elec-
trical Permits during the year and over twelve hun-
dred (1200) inspect ions were made at residential
dwellings , commercial and industrial properties
.
This does not include inspect ions to town buildings
.
The total fees collected for permits for the year
1981 were $2,925.50.
BQN: em
Respectfully submitted,
<Of^A
Bruce Q. Ni chols
Inspector of Wires
George W. Parrott. hi
Chief of Department
*»aitgus ffivt department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-01 08
Captain Walter I. Waldrip I
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas f£
Fire prevention bureau
March 18, 1986
Paul T. Rabchenuk, Town Manager
Town Hall
Saugus, MA.
Dear Sir:
I hereby submit the Annual Report of the Saugus Fire Department
for the year 1985.
This Report includes our recommendations on Equipment, Manpower,
and needed Repairs to the Fire Stations as well as a summary of the
Department activities.
Respectfully submitted,
(
Chief George W. Parrott
'SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
EORGE W. PARROTT, 111
Chief of Department
>augus $m ^Bepartmmt
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-0108
March 18, 1986
Paul T. Rabchenuk, Town Manager
Town Hall
Saugus , Ma.
Re: Annual Report - Fire Department,
JP.
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention Bureau
Attached are Reports from the Fire Prevention Bureau showing their activities,
and the Executive Officer which also includes the Arson Investigation Reports.
Our new Fire Pumper is now nearly a year old and has been a great plus to our
fire fighting capabilities. We are now in what could any day become an emergency
situation on the need of a replacement for our Aerial Ladder. I cannot stress
the urgency for the need of a new Aerial Platform. When you coDnsider the time
lapse from appropriation to delivery, we could very well be in dire straits
for a considerable length of time. I urge this be given top priority in
the Capitol Equipment Budget.
At the present time we have four men with job related injuries. Two men are
out on heart conditions, one man with a back problem but who has been assigned
to the Fire Prevention Bureau on a voluntary basis, and one man who was badly
injured when struck by a car on Route // 99 last November. Both his legs were
broken, one in seven places, as well as head injuries. He still has a long
road ahead for rehabilitation. With these absences, the drain on our Overtime
monies will be severe as we have the summer vacations ahead. Additional
funding will no doubt be required to stabilize our Overtime Account. I am
requesting the addition of five men to the Department. One man will be
"SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
George W. Parrott. hi
Chief of Department
>aitgus Jftrc department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-0108
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention Bureau
assigned to each of the four Groups, with a permanent addition of one man
to the Fire Prevention Bureau. The Fire Prevention requirements have grown
tremendously over the past few years and are now more than one man can handle,
When you read the attached Fire Prevention Bureau Report you will see that
it is a time consuming and necessary Division with much of the duties
mandated by State Law requirements.
With the addition of the above requested Fire Fighters we will still have
less men than we did in 1969. Let's attempt to re-build our Fire Fighting
Force, not let it keep slipping away as has happened over the past few years.
In conclusion I would respectfully request the total support of the Town
Manager, Board of Selectmen, Finance Committee, and Town Meeting members
who shoulder the responsibility of adequate protection of our citizens
from fire and related emergencies by the proper funding to accompolish
the needed results, necessary man-power and equipment.
Respectfully submitted,
Chief George W. Parrott
"SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
EORGE W. PARROTT. Ill
Chief of Department
>augus ffivt department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-0 108
January 13, 1986
To: Chief George W. Parrott
From: Fire Prevention Bureau
Re: Fire Prevention Activities Report - 1985
60.
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
Executive Officer
_es Thomas
Fins Prevention Bureau
1. Fire Drills were conducted in all Public Schools as required by Law.
2. All Business establishments were inspected during the Spring or Fall.
3. Places of Public Assembly were inspected periodically during the year,
A. All Nursing Homes were inspected quarterly.
5. Permits for flammable fluids, gases, and Special Permits were issued
on an Annual basis.
6. Blasting Permits are issued and many of the blasts were witnessed by
us on the blasting sites.
7. Oil Burner Installations were inspected for compliance with State Law
along with fuel oil storage tanks.
8. New Home and Condominium Plans were marked for proper locations of
smoke detectors and then tested on installation. Resale of ALL houses
must also include the installation of smoke detectors and they are
also located for proper coverage by us and then tested after their
installation for operation. There were over 310 Condominium and
Home smoke alarm inspections during 1985. This is most gratifying
to us in Fire Prevention as we feel that with each Permit issued,
one or more lives may be saved in the future along with a lot less
property damage as a net result of our efforts.
'SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
6,/
>augus ffivz ^Bepartmmt
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-0108
George W. Fakpot :si
Chief of Department
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention Bureau
9. All Complaints received were investigated and any necessary action
was taken to rectify same.
10. Fire Alarm Systems were shunted out and later placed back in service
on request of private alarm companies or contractors in various
business establishments, public buildings, nursing homes, etc.
11. Gasoline Stations were inspected at various times during the year.
We found some defective or leaking underground storage tanks which
were removed and replaced with new tanks.
12. Fire Films were shown to pre-school age children to give them a bit
of basic knowledge on what they should do if their house were to
catch fire and the danger of "playing with matches".
13. Fire Safety Films were shown many times during the year to educate
"baby-sitters" on the proper action to take in the event of an
emergency situation. Considerable interest was shown by the teen-agers
who "baby-sit" as to just how important their responsibility is on
their part-time job.
14. Many wood stove installations were inspected for proper compliance.
Respectfully submitted:
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention Bureau
"SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
62.
iEORGE W. PARROTT, III
Chief of Department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-0108
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention Bureau
January 9, 1986
To: Chief of Department
From: Captain Walter Waldrip, Executive Officer
Re: Activities Report - 1985.
During the year 1985, as your Executive Officer, the following Fire
Department functions were supervised:
1. Vacation Scheduling for all Personnel.
2. Hydrant Testing by Engine Companies.
3. Hydrant Flow Tests conducted with Insurance Underwriters and Real
Estate Developers.
4. As Water Supply Officer for this Department constant communications
were maintained with the Public Works Water Department and Engineering
Department relative to water main breaks, hydrants out of service
and water mains for new sub-divisions.
5. Reviewed construction plans for commercial property relative to
fire protection systems.
6. Conducted inspections of Commercial Property during various stages
of construction.
7. Conducted inspections of Commercial Property with Bill Rogers,
Building Inspector.
8. Assisted the Fire Prevention Officer in some of his activities.
9. Covered the Fire Prevention Bureau during Captain Thomas's vacation.
10. Covered the Chief's Office during his vacation.
11. General Duties were performed as Personnel Officer.
"SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
^George W. Parrott, hi
Chief of Department
«feugua Jpre department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-01 03
Captain Walter I. Waldrif
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention bureau
12. Conducted Fire Investigations to determine the origin and cause of
building fires.
13. Attended Meetings of the Massachusetts Chapter of the International
Association of Arson Investigators and the Massachusetts Fire
Prevention Association.
14. Corresponded with the Planning Board, Appeals Board, Town Planner,
Conservation Board, and Board of Selectmen on a monthly basis.
15. Supervised the removal of unused gasoline tanks at five locations,
four were former Gas Stations, and one a Contractors Yard.
Respectfully submitted
Captain Walter Waldrip
Executive Officer
'SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
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5EORGE W. Parrott, III
Chief of Department
j^mtgu* ffixt apartment
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01905
TEL. (617) 233-0108
FIRE ANALYSIS - 1985
STRUCTURE FIRES
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire prevention bureau
$
LOSS
1 & 2 Family Dwellings 23 234,800
Vacant Dwellings 4 40,500
Condominiums 2 700
Apartment Buildings 5 10,400
Garages & Storage Sheds 8 9,400
Schools 1 5,000
Night Club 1 1,500
Retail Store 1 20,000
Food Market 1 10,000
Restaurants 5 35,800
Automobile Repair Shops 2 100,000
Office Building 1 1,000
Mobile Home 1 10,000
Boat 1 25,000
U.S. Government Property 1 250,000
TOTALS 57 $ 754,100
'SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES' 1
6George W. Parrott, hi
Chief of Department
>mtgus ffixt department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-0108
Captain Walter I. Waldrih
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention bureau
FIRE CAUSES - 1985
ARSON
Dwellings 5
School 1
Garages & Sheds 5
U.S. Government Property 1
Boat 1
UNDETERMINED
Dwellings
Garage
Restaurant
Mobile Home
CARELESS DISPOSAL OF SMOKING MATERIAL GREASE ACCUMULATION
Condominiums
Apartment Building
Office Building
COMBUSTIBLES TOO CLOSE TO HEATING EQUIPMENT
Dwellings
Garage
ELECTRICAL
Dwellings
Retail Store
FOOD ON THE STOVE
Dwellings
Apartment Buildings
CHILDREN PLAYING WITH MATCHES /FIREWORKS
Dwellings 3
MISUSE OF CUTTING TORCHES
Restaurants 4
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Dwellings 3
Condominium 1
Food Market 1
Night Club 1
WOOD BURNING STOVES
Dwellings 4
Auto Repair Shops
Garage
"SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
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George W. Parrott. hi
Chief of Department
^
'aiigus Jjtre department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-01 08
FIRE RELATED INJURIES - 1985
Firefighters 8
Civilians 3
Captain Walter I. Waldri
Executive Officer
Captain Charles Thomas
Fire Prevention bureau
ARSON INVESTIGATIONS
Grand Jury Indictments 4
Juvenile referred to family Psychiatrist 1
SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
February 12, 1986 6#.
SAUGUS FIRE DEPARTMENT
GROUP " A GROUP " B GROUP " C II T\ IIGROUP " D
J. Falasca Capt. A. Castelluccio Capt. G. Fyfe Capt. E. Falasca
P. Sullivan Lieut. H. MacKenzie Lieut. W. Newbury Lieut. D. McNeil
I. Capen F.F. R. Diotte F.F. J. McLaughlin F.F. G. Blundell
I Amery F.F. J. Nicosia F.F. D. Topel F.F. J. Lasquade
\. Bonquet F.F. D. Cataldo F.F. C. Shipulski F.F. M. Deary
f. McQuaid F.F. C. Hatch F.F. J. Zelinski F.F. W. Fairfield
ESSEX STREET STATION
J . Blanchard Lieut. R. Autilio
Act.-
Lieut. J. Markovski Lieut. A. Maguire
). Bab in F.F. R. Littlefield F.F. H. Colyer F.F. W. Bourque
r. MacKenzie F.F. S. Johnson F.F. R. Calder * F.F. A. Sinclair
«> k « I V *
F.F. J. Falasca, Jr.
Lieut. L. White ** F.F. R. Crooker **
F.F. W. Cecieta **
ESSEX STREET - OFFICE
Chief George W. Parrott
Capt. Walter Waldrip, Executive Officer
Capt. Charles Thomas, Fire Prevention
F.F. Robert Courtis, Aide-to-Chief
F.F. William O'Malley, Fire Prevention
Mechanic ** Injured Leave
George W. Parrott. mi
Chief of Department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS. MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617) 233-01 08
CURRENT APPARATUS DATA
6?
Designation Year Make Capacity
Engine #1 1969 Mack 1250 GPM
Engine #2 1985 Pierce 1250 GPM
Engine #3 1961 Mack 300 GPM
Engine #4 1966 Mack 1250 GPM
Squad #1 1975 Pierce 250 GPM
Squad #2 1977 Seagrave 250 GPM
Ladder #1 1953 LaFrance 100' Aeria;
Motor Squad 1972 Ford Pick-up
Car #1 1983 Buick Sedan
Car #2 1976 Ford Sedan
Car #3 1978 Chevey Sedan
RECOMMENDED REPLACEMENTS 1986-1987
Captain Walter I. WALonip
Executive Offices
Captain Chai^lps Tvomas
Fire Pr^vcm-how 8^«r*i>
Condition
Needs Rehabilitation
(Very bad rust problei
Excellent (New)
Fair, chassis 25 yrs
.
Fair, 20 years old
Fair, history of excej
mechanical troubles, 1
applies to Squad #2 a*
Poor, VERY TIRED, ovei
32 years old!
Fair, donated by Gibbs
Ford, should be replac
Good. (Former lease ca
Fair, ten years old.
Fair, former Police
Cruiser, over 100,000
miles. Should be re-
placed.
Lauder #1 with pew aerial platform.
Ca^ #3 tfitb new vehicle.
T'otor Squad with new pick-up, four wheel dri^e w/ plow,
"SMOK5 DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
CE W PAtLR-OTr: Ml
IEF OF Department
j^augus; Jiftre department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS. MASSACHUSETTS 019C6
TEL. (617) 233-0106
70.
Captain Walter I. Waldrip
CXICUTTVI Officii*
c«pt*n Charles Thomas
Fire P.itvuuioN BuaiAU
MANPOWER:
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT:
5 MEN.
1 - Assigned to Fire Prevention.
4 - One (1) in each of the four (4) Groups to allow
a third Engine in service and cut down on overtime
1. New Aerial Platform.
2. Replace Car H 3.
3. Replace Mechanic's Pick-Up Truck.
4. Rehabilitate or Replace Engine # 1 with new Engine.
Note: Phase out Engine # 3 and possibly one (1)
Squad Truck.
STATION IMPROVEMENTS CENTRAL STATION
1. Re-do Front Apparatus Doors by replacing two (2)
doors with one (1) and remove center support.
2. Replace floor in rear.
3. Repair roof leaks.
4.
-Replace flagpole,
5. Repair light on front, (removed).
6. Traffic Lights controlled from Dispatch Office.
7. Rehabilitate Storage area.
smoke Detectors save lives'*
George W Paosott hi
Cn<[' Of DCM»TM(NT
jlaugus y$\\xz department
120 ESSEX STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906
TEL. (617i 233-0108
V
Captain Waltm I. Waldrip
Eiicutivi OrricKN
Captain Charles Thomas
Fine Prevention Bureau
STATION IMPROVEMENTS: ESSEX STREET
1. Emergency Generator.
2. Traffic Lights (Electric Remote)
3. Remote Control of Overhead Door.
4. Lower section of Chief's Office for Classroom
drill area.
5
.
New Fence
.
•SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES"
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TOWN OF SAUGUS
BOARD OF HEALTH
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS
Board of Health
Town Hal I
Saugus , Massachusetts
n
(gent I emen
,
We are -pleased to submit to you the 1985 Annual Report of the
Saugus Health department
.
The Saugus Board of Health consists of three members : for . Edwi
B. faulkner , Chairman , Mr. George A. Smith, Secretary , t)r . Herbert
F. Upton, Health Officer and Mr. Joseph Qiancola , Health Agent
since May 1985.
The personnel of the Health department is organized as follows:
Mrs. Virginia Q. Atwood , R.N. , Public Health Nurse, Mrs. Eunice
P. Maguire, Principal Clerk, and Typist and Mr. Charles A. Stella,
Plumbing and Cjas Inspector
.
Without except ion during 1985, the department ' s personnel staff
did an excellent Job in carrying out the important functions of
public health in and for the Town of Saugus.
Statistics for 1985 within the Health department were as follows:
Permits and Licenses issued for 1985
Complaints received
Animals Quarantined
Milk & Water samples for anal ysis
Permits on site septage treatment systems
Restaurant & Store Inspections
Sampl es of water for bathing areas for
anal ys i
s
Plumbing Permits
Gas Permits
Sewer Connections
503
454
29
36
4
350
1-0
259
196
192
-2.-
The Health Department and the Board of Health wishes to acknow-
ledge the resignation of it's Director/Agent , Mr. Joseph J. Tabbi
in April of 1985 and it's regretful acceptance thereof. Words
being our only means of communication, we say well done and good
wishes in your future endeavors . Mr. Tabbi has accepted an offer
he couldn' t refuse , with the Town of Winchester, in similar capa-
city as he held here for the past seventeen years. The vacancy
was filled by Mr. Joseph Qiancola, to whom the Board wishes welcome
and success in the position.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH:
t)ue to height ened awareness of town residents , the Board of Health
has found it necessary to respond in hind to the needs expressed .
Areas of continued attention arel
Segregated non-smoking areas in restaurants and public areas,
due to the demise of the I egislat ion in committee , unfortunately,
little progress toward a mandatory declaration can be reported.
Hazardous and special waste concerns are still a major item on
the Health Department agenda . Interface I iai son with State and
Federal regulatory agencies are continuously in effect to provide
current technological and regulatory advancement data to the town
for it's protect ion and edification!
The Town has over one hundred Food Service Establishments, which
require constant monitoring . The State Sanitary Code requires a
comprehensive inspect i on , of receiving, processing
,
preparation
,
storage , sanitat ion and serving food or food products , at issuance
or renewal of permit . Due to demonstrated need, the Board of
Health feels a quarterly inspection is more in line with painful
reality. Therefore, we feel that assistance of the contractural
part-time Food Inspector , is a necessary continuing service that
must be provided to the town residents and the transient public!!
In this fashion the protection level provided shall be for four
times higher than required!!!
Increased attention to private and commercial property maint-
ainance by owners , needs to be continued at a high level. This
department has increased monitoring and implementat ion of Article
11 of the State Sanitary Code, Sect ion 15.6, to provide the impetus
toward a more esthet ically pleasant and healthy environment .
QREENHEAD fLVj AND MOSQUITO CONTROL :
In 1985, we found a larger demand from the residents of the Town
of Saugus to provide them with more control for greenhead flies.
As a result of their requests , 1 have recommended that we Join
the Essex County Mosquito Control Cjreenhead Fly 'Program and in
this way, will obtain the necessary resources to reduce the
-3.-
?#
greenhead fly probl em. This has been accomplished and covered
under warrant for line item in the departmental budget request .
The Mosquito Control Program will continue as it has in the
past, weekly ground spraying will be conducted in each area of
the town where residents have no object ion to the spraying pro-
gram. Residents who have object ions must, as in the past, clear-
ly mark their property and their property will not be sprayed.
The Essex County Mosquito Control will conduct their Spring
Larvae Program and also a salt marsh reconstruct ion program.
This program is designed to eliminate stagnant water pockets
within the Saugus marshes , which are in fact, the breeding areas
for mosquitoes .
INDIVIDUAL SEPTAQE TREATMENT fAClLITlES- -SEWER PROGRAM :
This department must continue serveillance relative to this
problem until such time that the town approaches 100% water and
wastewater service . The ultimate author i ty for the real i zat ion
of that goal rests with the Water and Sewer Commissioners . The
enforcement of specific portions of the program shall be re-
tained in this department , where a perceived or real danger to
public health is evident
.
The town must increase its efforts on the upgrading of sewer
pumping stat ions , lift stat i ons , and major transmi ssion lines.
Heightened attention must be given in order to comply with State
imposed moratorium requirements before any lifting can be con-
sidered by the State.
A realistic goal of improving the water quality in ponds,
brooks , and Saugus River shall open the areas, plus the harbor
to recreational and shellfish harvesting interests.
PLUMBING; AND QAS INSPECTOR :
Mr. Charl es A. Stella came aboard this year and we expect
a continuation of his professional efficiency to become routine
.
In addition to his obvious responsibility , Mr. Stella has been
issuing sewer entry permits as approved by the Commissioners
,
released by the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering
or after declaration of septage treatment facility failure by
the department .
RODENT CONTROL :
The Rodent Control Program is an ongoing program whereby the
Town of Saugus engages the services of a private contractor to
apply rodent control methods in areas request ed by the residents
Property owners shall continue to be ultimately responsible for
contact ing commercial exterminators otherwise
.
M
A
-4.-
PUBL1C HEALTH NURSE :
The following is the Annual Report of the Public Health Nurse,
assigned to the Health Department:
MANTOUX TESTS :
There were 1,000 such skin tests done in 1985 of which none
were positive for Tuberculosis. We had no reported cases of
Tuberculosis in the Town of Saugus this year.
IMMUNIZATION CLINICS :
An immunization program for school children from Kindergarten
to Qrade 12 was carried on throughout the year for those needing
boosters or those who had to start their immunization series in
order to bring them up to date in accordance with the Laws of the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health. We have nearly 100 /<>
immunization in town which would not be possible ^^out *»•
cooperation of parents, doctors, school nurses and the Health
Department
.
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING :
A continued interest and concern was shown by the Senior Citi-
zens of the town in 1985, thus making it worthwhile to continue
our Blood Pressure Clinics. The clinics are held on the first
Thursday of the month at the Laurel Towers and the second Tuesday
at the Heritage Heights and a clinic at the Senior Center on the
third Monday of the month. All three clinics had a great attend-
ance .
TLU CLINICS :
The annual flu Clinics for the elderly, high risks, shut-ins
and nursing homes were held in October and November. Pneumonia
Vaccine was offered to any of the above mentioned Persons for a
fee of five (5) dollars. There were approximately 2,00U
persons
immunized, 40 house calls were made to shut-ins for the flu
immunization and 10 house calls for other reasons.
STATISTICS Of SELECTED INTEREST ,
Veneral disease reported
Premature births
Dog bites
Other animal bites
Biologies dispensed
Sa Imonel losis
Strep. Throat
Chicken Pox
Scarlet fever
16
8
29
6
200
16
18
17
2
-5.-
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We have addressed concerns of young people , our elderly and the
many housholders in Saugus . We have had to bear the responsi
-
bility of providing public health protection along the most
famous stretch of commercial dining establishments in Massa-
chusetts. Certainly it has been a challenge to provide such
public service .
The Saugus Health department in 1985, has met the challenge and
we will continue to do so for the good of Saugus and its
cit i zens
.
Respectfully submitted,
JCj : em
Joseph Qiancola , R. C .H .0 ,
Health Agent
m 1 1 •
1
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SAUGUS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
ANNUAL REPORT - 1985
The year 1985 was a productive one for the Saugus Historical Commission. In
March, it initiated the procedures which resulted in the placement of the
Town Hall on the National Register of Historic Places this past summer. A
certificate of that recognition was presented to the Commission by the Town
Manager in October, and now hangs in the main lobby of the building.
After finishing on the alternate list in 1984, the Commission succeeded in
1985 in winning a $4,000 grant from the Massachusetts Historical Commission
to conduct a comprehensive survey of the historical resources of the town.
The local matching share for this grant was made up from an appropriation of
$3,000 by the 1985 Annual Town Meeting and a generous donation of $1,000
from Joseph Carter. As the year ended, the consultant hired to do the
survey was hard at work.
In our capacity as advisor to the town and its agencies on historic
preservation matters, we met several times with the Saugus Housing Authority
regarding the Sweetser School issue. Although we regret that it may be
necessary to demolish the 60-year-old structure to accomplish the Housing
Authority's goals, we feel that sufficient data on the building has been
provided to somewhat mitigate the loss of the structure. On a more positive
note, we are pleased that our objections to the replacement of the front
doors on the Old Town Hall with an inappropriate modern design played a role
in the decision of the town and American Legion Post 210 to construct a new
set of doors in keeping with the character of the 150-year-old ediface.
This Commission has also supported the efforts of town officials to obtain
funds for the restoration of the Town Hall. To that end, we have lent our
support to the successful efforts to obtain grants from the National Trust
for Historic Preservation and the Arts Council for engineering services. We
look forward in 1986 to working with all parties in furthering this most
important project, including the provision of handicap access to the
building.
Finally, we must express our appreciation to the support given to this
Commission during the past year by town officials, particularly former Town
Planner Romin Koebel and community Development Coordinator Paula Newcomb.
X ^PTXLkc-v^ Y,, (_^)u'T_M_^r-v_>__.
Stephen P. Carlson
Chairman
*tCt»y£D
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DATE
TO:
April 16, 1986
Paul Rabchenuk
Toun Manager
FROI1: Ed Service
Chairman - Board of Governors
Kasabuski Memorial Arena
SUBJECT: Annual Report
After having had a very successful six months operation from
Jan. 1,1985 to JUne 30,1985, ue have nou almost completed our
first full year in the ice rink business and all of the past
and Present members of the Board have the confident feeling
that the operation uill be a continued success.
As with anv business, the operation is not uithout its minor
problems, but let me assure you that the facility is being
manaqed with a high degree of professionalism and is
providing the citizens of Saugus and surrounding communities
with a much needed recreational service.
Even though ue only had six months of operation during the
1985 fiscal year, the use of the facility contributed some
515000 to the Toun treasury and the expectation is that
approximately $50,000 uill be added by the end of the 1986
fiscal year.
Through the end of March, 1986, the adjusted gross income is
$216,650.27. Total expenses 3re $147,773.19 and net income is
$68,877.08.
( Income and Expense Statement is attached. )
Forecasted gross income for the year uas set at $235,000 and
the forecast for expenses uas set at $192,000.
Ue expect to exceed the estimated income and barring any
unforeseen expenses, to fall short of using the budgeted
expense dollars.
Many of the start- up kinks have been ironed out and ue expect
a much brighter financial result next year and into the
future. Ue Purposely did not book more use than ue thought ue
could handle uith our inexperience, but ue feel confident
that ue can take a more aggressive approach to marketing the
potential of the facility.
ncv fflftw
ft
MAJOR ITEMS OP INTEREST
PERSONNEL
An E^Plovee Handbook and Appraisal Plan uas developed and
implemented this year.
The handbook explains the personnel policies and rules and
regulations * s established by the Board of Governors for all
emolovees of the facility.
An emplovee p erf or ma nee and appraisal plan has been
established in order that all full-time employees are
apprised of u hat is expected of them and h o u , during the
following year-, their performance will be measured. The plan
also affords employees an opportunity to have input into the
objective setting process. Some part-time employees uill also
be measured under the plan.
< A copy of the Handbook/Appraisal Plan is attached )
BY-LAI, IS
The Board has established a BY-LAU review sub-committee that
has been charged with studying our existing BY-LAUS and
recommending proposed changes, additions, deletions for
future presentation to the Saugus Town fleeting.
ALARM SYSTEM
T 'io instances of breaking and entering into the Arena and the
loss of approximately $1500 , and a requirement by the
Insurer, have forced us to take steps to install a building
Alarm system. The system we are considering will provide both
local alarms, local door monitoring, and monitoring by a 24
hour a dav alarm company.
Both break-ins were investigated by the Saugus Police.
RINK UTILIZATION
During the last ice season approximately 80% of the
reasonable hours available for sale were rented. The closing
of the Northshore Sports Center in Lynn and the expected
closing of one of the ice surfaces at the Danvers Twin Rinks
uill probably allow us to increase that percentage
substantially next season. Ue expect to be flooded with
requests for ice rental during the coming summer months. The
Arena will be closing on or about June 20 and will probably
to
be re-opened on September 1st.
BOARD MEETINGS
From last July until the end of January this year, the Board
held 14 public meetings. Starting in February, ue decided to
establish a less frantic schedule of meetings, and are nou
holding monthly public meetings. A number of sub-committes
have been established to oversee the operation and to bring
suggestions for change to the monthly meetings.
HOC CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT PROBLEMS
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alternatives that may solve this problem. Listing the
options at this time uould be premature, as ue just don't
have enough information to be sure that ue' ve covered all
possible angles.
The stability of the operation of the scoreboard uas a
problem until ue found a uiring connection that needed to
be repaired. Since, that repair uas made, the board seems
to have settled doun.
4.
LEASE NEGOTIATIONS
l,le*ve been informed bv the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen
thai a formal reading of the intent to enter into a lease
aoreement uith the HDC has been done on one occasion and must
be done a sain. Be-fore any formal action is taken by the Toun
to si an a lease, it is recommended that a joint conference be
conducted betueen the Toun Manager, the Toun counsel, the
Board of Selectmen or their designee , the Finance Committee,
and the Board of Governors. There are a number of issues
that must be discussed for development of a strategy for
lease negotiations.
ZAMBONI ACQUISITION
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The past year has been an exiting and successful one for us
and ue look foruard to turning the operation into one that is
not any burden to the taxpayers and can be pointed to uith a
stronq sense of pride.
If you have any guestions, please give me a call during the
day on 22^-1804, or in the evening on 233-5272.
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Dear Emp 1 oyees
:
Welcome to the Kasabusk i Arena Complex.
You have joined a team. Whatever your area o-f
responsibi 1 i ty
,
your individual contribution is necessary
for the success o-f the complex. Because o-f this, your
wel-fare and peace o-f mind are important, and it is essential
that you be treated with dignity and understanding!.
The rules in this booklet have been designed to ensure
that you will be treated -fairly, consistently and equitably.
I -f
,
at any time, you have a problem with these rules, their
application, or your work, we want to hear about it. Work
closely with your supervisor and -feel -free to discuss it
with him or her
.
This undertaking is new, and, as such, we are learning
as we grow. In the -future, we may have to add to, delete or
change these rules. In the meantime, all of us must make an
e-f-fort to abide by them.
S i ncere 1 y
,
Mi chae 1 Murphy
Cha i rman
Board o-f Governors
I o
KASABUSKI BROS. MEMORIAL
ARENA COMPLEX
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
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GENERAL GUIDELINES
This booklet contains rules which you and the Board are
required to understand and -follow. Please consult your
supervisor if you have a question about them. There may be
new rules -from time to time, which your supervisor will tell
you about, orally or in writing. You and the Board will be
expected to -follow these as well.
Your Rights and Responsibilities
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management will not put you in a position th*t in
ompromises your integrity, and, likewise, you are
to be honest and responsible when dealing with the
he Board and your co-workers. Part o-f that
i 1 i ty is to give a -full day's work -for a -full day's
ork whatever hours you are assigned, day or
as well as overtime. As you will read in other
o-f this booklet, the Board will pay you even though
bsent (Full Time Employees only), under certain
nces. But you are still responsible -for dependable
e and expected to be on the job when scheduled.
Management's Rights and Responsibilities
In order to meet its responsibility—which is to run
the arena complex pro-fitably and effectively for the benefit
of all —management has the right to assign and direct
employees, to conduct operations in a safe and productive
manner, and to determine the means and methods used to carry
on these operations.
POLICIES AND PRACTICES
Conflict of Interest
No employee may work for another ice arena or a
provider of ice arena supplies while an employee of this
facility. This is defined as any person or organization
outside the responsibility of the Kasabuski Arena Complex's
Board of Governors, engaged in the business of ice skating
arena activities, repairs or maintenance of any of the
equipment the arena uses, or provides suppl ies the arena
uses
.
You may not in any way reveal to others information to
which this Board or the Town of Saugus has an exclusive
1 eqal r i ght
.
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Safety
You must have a safe working environment, and it is the
arena's responsibility to provide one, as we 11 as necessary
safety rules and regulations. It is part of your job, and
in the interest of yourself, your co-workers and the public,
that you observe these rules.
If you see children running in the building
,
it is your
duty to instruct them to stop.
Playing street hockey inside the building is not permitted.
Please instruct violators to stop.
No one except Arena staff are allowed in the concession
stand
,
pro shop
,
refrigeration equipment room , Zamboni
room or other locations so posted.
It is recommended that Zambon i operators wear work boots or
other safety approved footwear.
When operating electric tools such as grinders , saws
,
drills
,
you are required to wear safety goggles that have
been provided for this purpose. Your supervisor will inform
you where they can be found.
If you are required to work in the refrigeration equipment
room
, there are some facts you must know and actions you
may have to take
.
1. The refrigeration equipment in this building uses a
refrigerant called ammonia. This gas is considered to be
toxic and may be harmful under certain conditions.
If you detect a strong smell of the gas in the refrigeration
room
,
you must notify your supervisor immediately. Please
leave the room and do not allow anyone in there until
properly qualified personnel say it is safe to enter. If
there is a strong smell of the gas in the rink or other
areas where users are normally gathered
,
they must be
instructed to leave the building.
2. The refrigeration equipment room has been constructed
in a separate building
,
with doors that may be opened to
ventilate the area in the event of a leak. Ammonia is a
lighter than air type of gas and will escape to the
atmosphere when the room is ventilated.
3. Never use an open flame such as a torch or a cigarette
lighter in the refrigeration equipment room. Ammonia is
difficult to ignite , but it's better to be safe than sorry.
These facts about ammonia should not alarm you. The
concentration of the gas is not considered to be dangerous
when the smell is first detected. Do not panic !! Notify
your supervisor. If he/she cannot be contacted , then you
must clear the building of all people and contact the Saugus
Fire Dept. and ask for assistance in determining the danger
level .
NOV I 8 1985
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Hours o-f Work
I f you are a -full-time salaried employee, your work
week will normally be 40 hours. I -f you are a part-time or
temporary employee, your hours will be determined by the
Board o-f Governors and/or the Arena Manager. The Arena
Manager is reponsible -for schedul ing work days and hours.
The -foil ow ing applies to all employees:
The payroll week is the seven-day period starting with
Monday morning and ending on Sunday at midnight.
The Board o-f Governors requires that the Arena Manager
or the Assistant Manager/s or another Board approved
Supervisor be on duty -for all shi-fts. The Manager is
responsible -for obtaining Board approval -for shi-ft
supervisory personnel.
Grooming and Dress
In an e-f-fort to maintain a -favorable image with the
public, meet sa-fety standards and provide a pleasant work
environment, the Board requires you to dress appropriately
and sa-fely, and to maintain a neat and clean appearance.
Sa-fety is always to be considered whether in hairstyle or
dress
.
Probat i on
I -f you are a new employee, there will be an adjustment
period -for you and -for the Board, to make sure that your
desires, expectations and abilities are in line with the
requirements o-f your job. This probationary period will
last the first 12 months a-fter you come on the payroll.
Warnings, Suspension
I-f the Board and/or your supervisor determines that
your per-formance is not in line with the requirements 0+
your job, the management will try to warn you and help you
overcome any shortcomings. Generally your service record
will be marked when you are given a warning, and your
supervisor will noti-fy you o-f this. Some violations o-f
rules are so serious, however, that the Board has the right
to discharge an employee immediately, without progressive
warnings. In these cases, the employee may be suspended
while the Board reviews the -facts o-f his or her case.
f#i
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Sen i or i ty
Due to unforeseen circumstances, the Board may at some
time have more employees in a job than needed. In this
case, the Board will make every ef f or t to keep employees on
the active payroll, based on seniority, individual
qualifications and abilities, and the efficient operations
of the arena complex.
Seniority credit will be ended if you resign; are
discharged; are absent due to disability for more than one
year; fail to return to work within 72 hours after a notice
of recal 1 ; or fai 1 to report for work or cal 1 your
supervisor for three consecutive work days.
Complaint Procedure
If you have a complaint, please consult your
supervisor. If you do not wish to do so or if the complaint
is not resolved, you may then follow the procedure outlined
be 1 ow
:
Present the complaint in writing to the Board of
Governors at a regularly scheduled meeting. The
complaint will be reviewed by the Board and a
decision rendered within 14 working days from
the time it is received.
You must present your complaint within 30
incident which led to it.
days of the
Employee Suggestions
The Board willingly accepts and encourages you to make
suggestions for the more efficient operation of business or
for better employee relations,
writing and submit them through
Board. A written response will
days of receipt of your suggest
Dismissal - Suspension
Please make suggestions
your superv i sor to the
be made to you within 30
on .
i n
The Board of Governors has the responsibility under the
provisions of its Charter for the employment and dismissal
for all employees. As was previously mentioned, some
violations of rules are grounds for immediate dismissal or
suspension. Some of these are
;
Theft of Arena property; absence without having provided
proper notification; damage to Arena property; unsafe
actions; use of alcoholic beverages or other controlled
P&Q* 5
substances on arena premises; -falsification o-f time worked
reports or , i -f provided , operation o-f a time clock -for
another employee who is late or absent; use o-f Arena
telephone service tor personal calls; etc.
Violations like these will not be tolerated , as unsafe
conditions may result and/ or the profitability of the
business will be affected adversely.
It must be understood that all actions that may warrant
i mmed late dismissal cannot be listed in this document. The
list above has been provided as ex amp les of serious
v i ol a t i ons
.
TIME-OFF POLICIES
( FULL TIME , REGULAR EMPLOYEES ONLY )
Sick Time and Pay
This section applies only to regular full time
employees and only to the first seven consecutive days of
absence due to an illness or injury not caused by your job.
When you have completed one year of service, the Board
may give you sick pay at your basic rate of pay. This
appl ies to the first seven consecutive work days you are
absent. Payment must be approved by the Board.
To qual ify for this pay, you may be asked by management
to give reasonable evidence of your illness—a doctor's
note, for example. A supervisor may also visit you at home
or in the hospital during your absence.
Vacat i on
The Board provides you with an annual paid vacation if
you are a regular full-time employee. Vacation credits are
determined on a calendar year basis, and are accrued
according to the following schedule unless other
arrangements have been made under the terms of a separate
employment contract :
Completed Time of Service
6 months
Vacat i on Days
5
1 year 10
You are el igible to be paid in advance for the weeks
you take vacation, on the last payday before your vacation.
Page 6
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Please notify your supervisor,
weeks be-fore your vacation.
i n writing, at least three
Generally, you should take all your vacation time
during the calendar year in which it accrues. But the Board
recognizes that this might not always be possible.
There-fore, although you must take at least one vacation week
during the calendar year in which it accrues, you may carry
over the remainder of your vacation time until April 1 of
the following year. The Board must approve your written
request to do this before the end of the calendar year. If
you have extenuating circumstances about when you wish to
take your vacation time, please consult your supervisor.
The Board and/or the Arena Manager will schedule
vacations based on the needs of the business. You will
select available vacation time in seniority order.
Normally, you would take your vacation time in weeks.
But you may request to take one vacation week in days. The
Board and/or your supervisor will consider this request
based on the needs of the business.
If one of your vacation days falls on a holiday, you
will not be considered to have used an accrued paid vacation
day.
If you leave the employ of the Board of Governors, you
will be paid for any unused accrued vacation time.
Hoi i days
There are 3 holidays for regular full time employees
only: Independence Day
,
Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas
Day.
You will be paid at your normal rate for these
hoi idays, provided that you have completed at least one week
of net credited service, you reported to work on the last
scheduled work day before the hoi iday, and you reported to
work on the first scheduled work day after the hoi iday.
Also, you will be excused from work at 3 p.m. on the
afternoons prior to Christmas and New Year's Day.
If you are required to work on a fixed hoi iday, you
uill.be paid 2 times your basic rate for the day instead of
another day off.
I f you are ill during a holiday, you will be paid
according to the rules under "Sick Pay," but you will not
NOV
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receive another day of-f.
Bereavement Pay
A-fter 30 days of employment, you may take a leave o-f
absence to make arrangements -for and attend the -funeral o-f a
member o-f your immediate -family (spouse, mother, -father,
brother, sister, son, daughter, mother-in-law,
•father-in-law, a relative who has taken the place o-f your
parents, or any relative 1 iving in your home at the time o-f
their death). These absences will normally not be more than
three working days, or one working day due to the death o-f a
grandparent or grandchild who does not live in your home.
Jury or Uitness Duty
When you are selected -for jury duty, or called to serve
as a witness, the Board will excuse you and pay you the
di-f-ference between the court-authorized pay and your regular
salary. On days you are excused -from court duty sufficiently
early, or for an entire day, you are expected to report to
your regular assigned work.
Mi 1 i tary Leave
If you receive military orders directing you to report
for annual active training duty, please give a copy of these
orders to your supervisor so that you may be granted a leave
of absence
.
After your first year of employment, the Board pays the
difference between your military pay and your regular salary
for up to two weeks. You are entitled to these payments for
up to six annual military leaves. After that, you may elect
to use acrued paid vacation for such leaves, based on the
needs of the business.
BENEFITS
The Board of Governors does not provide any benefit plans
for you or your family, unless provided for within the terms
and conditions of a separate employment contract.
It is your responsibility to pay for your own pensions,
disability, medical, dental, vision, life insurance, etc.
pi ans
.
Part-Time Employees
Part-time employees are not entitled to any
afore-mentioned paid, excused absences.
of the
MOW
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APPRAISAL AND PERFORMANCE PLAN
All employees are subject to the provisions o-f the
"Kasabuski Arena Complex Employee Compensation Policy and
Appraisal Plan." This plan has been provided to you along
with this handbook. I -f you have any questions, please
consult your supervisor or the Chairman o-f the Board o-f
Governors
.
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KASABUSKI ARENA COMPLEX
EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION POLICY
AND APPRAISAL PLAN
THE OVERALL EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION OBJECTIVE OF THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS OF THE TOUN OF SAUGUS' KASABUSKI ARENA COMPLEX IS
TO COMPENSATE EMPLOYEES IN A MANNER UHICH UILL ATTRACT AND
RETAIN HIGHLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL AND TO MOTIVATE THEM TO
ACHIEVE THE BOARD'S GOALS.
IN SEEKING TO ACHIEVE THIS OBJECTIVE IT IS THE POLICY OF THE
BOARD OF GOVERNORS TO :
1.) PAY COMPETITIVELY AND EQUITABLY FROM BOTH AN EXTERNAL ANO
INTERNAL STANDPOINT.
2.) ENSURE THAT ALL SALARY AND UAGE INCREASES BE EARNED ON A
MERIT BASIS ONLY AND THAT NO SALARY OR UAGE INCREASES MAY
BE GRANTED TO ANY EMPLOYEE . FULL OR PART TIME , UITHOUT
A FORMAL VOTE BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS.
3.) REMUNERATE EMPLOYEES FOR A YEAR OF SIGNIFICANT INDIVIDUAL
AND/OR TEAM ACHIEVEMENT.
4.) REQUIRE THAT A HIGH DEGREE OF PERFORMANCE IS EXPECTED OF
EMPLOYEES. EMPLOYEES ARE EXPECTED TO BE DEDICATED TO
AN EXCELLANT JOB BY DEMONSTRATING A HIGH LEVEL OF
COMMITMENT TO AND INVOLVEMENT IN THEIR UORK.
5.) ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEES UHOSE PERFORMANCE IS NOT COMPLETELY
SATISFACTORY MAY EXPECT THAT THEIR EMPLOYMENT UILL BE
TERMINATED.
IN REGARD TO THE ABOVE GENERAL POLICIES , THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS HAS ESTABLISHED AN EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
PLAN FOR THOSE EMPLOYEES UHO HAVE BEEN FORMALLY VOTED FULL
TIME STATUS AT A REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS. THE PLAN UILL SERVE THE COMBINED INTERESTS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE. THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS AND THE USERS OF
THE COMPLEX. THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL EVALUATES THE
EMPLOYEES IN TERMS OF THEIR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE RESULTS AS
REGARDS THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS.
- THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL IS CONDUCTED ANNUALLY , BUT IN
NO CASE LATER THAN SIXTY (60) DAYS FOLLOUING THE EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYMENT ANNIVERSARY DATE. ( ANNIVERSARY DATE IS
ESTABLISHED BY THE FORMAL HIRING BY THE BOARD AS STATED
ABOVE.
)
- AN EMPLOYEES' PERFORMANCE IS TO BE MEASURED UNDER THE
FOLLOUING THREE CATEGORIES.
1.) MORE THAN SATISFACTORY -
MEETS ALL AND EXCEEDS MOST OF THE STATED EXPECTATIONS
OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS. THE EMPLOYEE POSSESSES A
THOROUGH KNOULEDGE OF HIS/HER DUTIES AND HAS
MP
w.
?G. 'L
3. )
DEMONSTRATED THE CAPACITY TO DEAL UITH UNUSUAL
SITUATIONS IN AN EFFECTIVE AND THOROUGHLY COMPETENT
MANNER. THE EMPLOYEE MUST DEMONSTRATE MORE THAN
COMPETENT USE OF STANDARD MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES.
COMPLETELY SATISFACTORY -
THE EMPLOYEE POSSESSES AND DEMONSTRATES THE BASIC
KNOULEDGE AND ABILITY TO DO EVERYTHING NECESSARY TO
MEET NORMAL JOB REQUIREMENTS.
LESS THAN SATISFACTORY -
THE EMPLOYEE USUALLY FAILS TO MEET THE NORMAL
EXPECTATIONS OF HIS/HER SUPERIORS OR HAS NOT SHOUN A
CAPACITY TO IMPROVE WEAKNESSES OR HAS REFUSED TO
CARRY OUT THE VOTED DIRECTIONS OF THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS AND/OR THE DIRECTIONS OF SUPERIORS.
THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL OF EMPLOYEES IS TO BE CONDUCTED BY
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS FOR THE MANAGER OF THE ARENA COMPLEX
IN EXECUTIVE SESSION OF A PROPERLY SCHEDULED MEETING SUBJECT
TO THE ANNUAL TIME CONSTRAINT ESTABLISHED ABOVE.
THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL OF THE OTHER FULL TIME EMPLOYEES IS
TO BE PREPARED BY THE ARENA COMPLEX MANAGER AND PRESENTED TO
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS SUBJECT TO THE SAME TIME CONSTRAINT
FOR APPROVAL OR REJECTION.
THE CRITERIA TO BE USED IN EVALUATING PERFORMANCE ARE AS
FOLLOWS : *
1.) SUPERVISION AND SUPPORT REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE THE BASIC
RESPONSIBILITIES OF HIS/HER JOB.-
HOU MUCH OF THE SUPERIOR'S TIME UAS USED IN SUPPORTING
THE DAY TO DAY JOB PERFORMANCE OF THE SUBORDINATE?
2.) FLEXIBILITY OF THE EMPLOYEE TO VARY ONE'S APPROACH TO
SOLVING A PROBLEM.
DOES THE INDIVIDUAL CHANGE HIS/HER STYLE ACCORDING TO THE
PROBLEM SITUATION? DOES THE INDIVIDUAL ALTER HIS/HER
APPROACH UHEN INITIAL ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE A PROBLEM ARE NOT
EFFECTIVE. DOES AN INDIVIDUAL'S FAILURE TO PERFORM ON ANY
PARTICULAR PROBLEM REQUIRE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OR
SUPERIOR TO INTERVENE AND TAKE ACTION TO SOLVE A PROBLEM?
3.) PERFORMANCE STABILITY -
IS PERFORMANCE MAINTAINED UNDER INCREASED PRESSURE? IS
PERFORMANCE MAINTAINED UHEN FEU GUIDELINES ARE AVAILABLE?
4. ) DECISION MAKING -
THE ABILITY TO MAKE TIMELY AND EFFECTIVE DECISIONS ON THE
BASIS OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION IS MOST IMPORTANT.
DOES THE EMPLOYEE USE ALL THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE 7 TAKE
INTO ACCOUNT PREDICTABLE FUTURE NEEDS 7 THE EFFECT OF
HIS/HER DECISIONS ON OTHER EMPLOYEES AND THE USERS OF THE
ARENA COMPLEX?
'
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LEADERSHIP -
DOES THE EMPLOYEE DEMONSTRATE ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT IN ORDER
TO INFLUENCE OTHERS IN SOLVING PROBLEMS OR IN ORDER TO
PERFORM A TASK EFFECTIVELY?
ORGANIZING AND PLANNING -
ARE RESOURCES AND PERSONNEL SCHEDULED IN ORDER TO DEVELOP
SYSTEMATIC AND EFFECTIVE MEANS FOR ACCOMPLISHING A TASK?
ARE PRIORITIES CORRECTLY SET? ARE CRITICAL TASKS DEFINED?
DOES EMPLOYEE KEEP SUPERIORS INFORMED .IN ADVANCE , UHEN
TIME ALLOWS
. OF HIS/HER PLANS? ARE APPROPRIATE CHECKS
MADE TO SEE THAT UORK IS CORRECT AND ON TIME?
INNER UORK STANDARDS -
DOES THE EMPLOYEE PERFORM AT THE UPPER LIMITS OF
CAPABILITY MOST OF THE TIME? DOES THE EMPLOYEE SET HIGH
STANDARDS FOR SELF-ACHIEVEMENT?
ENTERPRENEURSHIP -
DOES THE EMPLOYEE MANAGE HIS/HER JOB AS IF THEY "OUNED"
THE ARENA COMPLEX? ARE REASONABLE RISKS TAKEN UHEN THE
EXTRA EFFORT INVOLVED IN DOING SO COULD BE OF BENEFIT TO
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS IN THE OVERALL
MANAGEMENT OF THE ARENA COMPLEX?
ON THE BASIS OF OBSERVATION AND DOCUMENTATION THAT OCCURRED
THROUGHOUT THE APPRAISAL PERIOD . THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OR
AN EMPLOYEE'S SUPERIOR UILL ASSIGN A RATING OF BEHAVIOR ON
EACH OF THE EIGHT DIMENSIONS OR CRITERIA.
THE SCALE FOR RATING DIMENSIONS CONTAINS FIVE POINTS , UITH
"1" INDICATING LOU EFFECTIVENESS AND "5" INDICATING HIGH
EFFECTIVENESS UITH "3" AS THE MIDPOINT OF THE SCALE
REPRESENTING "ACCEPTABLE" BEHAVIOR OR PERFORMANCE.
IF ALL RATINGS ARE:
4'S AND 5'S UITH UP TO THREE 3' S AND UITH NO DIMENSION RATED
BELOW 3 . THEN THE EMPLOYEE UILL BE RATED MORE THAN
SATISFACTORY.
4'S AND 5'S UITH MORE THAN THREE 3»
S
BE RATED COMPLETELY SATISFACTORY.
THEN THE EMPLOYEE UILL
MOSTLY l'S AND 2' S . THEN THE EMPLOYEE UILL BE RATED LESS
THAN SATISFACTORY AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO DISMISSAL.
t- :•:•:
NO \/ i
SUBJECT TO THE AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS AND BUDGETARY
LIMITATIONS AN INCREASE MAY BE GRANTED IN SALARY OR HOURLY
UAGE AS DETERMINED BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS BY FORMAL
RECORDED VOTE IN A REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING.
THIS PLAN MAY BE CHANGED OR AMENDED AT ANY TIME BY A DULY
RECORDED VOTE OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS.
IT IS INCUMBENT ON THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS TO ENSURE THAT ALL
EMPLOYEES ARE AUARE OF THIS POLICY AND THE APPRAISAL PLAN.
AN APPRAISAL OF AN EMPLOYEE'S PERFORMANCE SHOULD NOT BE
CONDUCTED UNLESS THE EMPLOYEE HAS AT LEAST SIX MONTHS OF
SERVICE SINCE HIS/HER ANNIVERSARY DATE.
ALL EMPLOYEES SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO APPEAL HIS/HER
APPRAISAL TO THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS. THE BOARD SHALL CONDUCT
EXECUTIVE SESSION HEARINGS UITHIN FOURTEEN DAYS OF THE FILING
OF AN APPEAL. HE APPEAL MUST BE IN URITING AND MUST BE
PRESENTED AT A REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING OF THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS. NO DISCUSSION CONCERNING THE APPEAL OR THE PARTIES
INVOLVED SHOULD BE CONDUCTED OUTSIDE THE CONFINES OF AN
EXECUTIVE SESSION OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS.
NOV I 8 I9S5
KASABUSKI ARENA COMPLEX EMPLOYEE
APPRAISAL FORM
EflPLOYEE NAME
REGULAR FULLTIME
SERVICE DATE
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
JOB TITLE
PART TIME TEMPORARY
APPRAISAL PERIOD From To.
t CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER )
DIMENSIONS 1 (LOU) 5(HIGH)
1. ABILITY TO PERFORM BASIC REPONSIBILITIES -
( UITHOUT MUCH SUPERVISION AND SUPPORT )
2. FLEXIBILITY - 1 2 3 4 5
3. PERFORMANCE STABILITY - 1 2 3 4
4. DECISION MAKING - 1 2 3 4 5
5. LEADERSHIP - 1 2 3 4 5
6. ORGANIZING AND PLANNING - 1 2 3
7. INNER UORK STANDARDS - 1 2 3 4
8. ENTREPRENEURSHIP - 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3
4
5
IT IS NECESSARY TO DESCRIBE IN DETAIL , EXAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR"
OR PERFORMANCE THAT UILL SUPPORT THE RATINGS UHICH ARE ABOVE
OR BELOU A RATING OF THREE (3). IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO
ELABORATE ON SKILLS OR PERFORMANCE THAT ARE CONSIDERED TO BE
AT THE NORM (3)
.
USING THE APPRAISAL PLAN
. DETERMINE THE EMPLOYEE'S OVERALL
RATING AND CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE APPRAISAL CATEGORY BELOU:
1. 4'S AND 5'S UITH UP TO THREE 3' S AND NONE LOUER THAN 3
MORE THAN SATISFACTORY
2. 4'S AND 5'S UITH MORE THAN THREE 3'
S
COMPLETELY SATISFACTORY
3. MOSTLY r S AND 2' S
LESS THAN SATISFACTORY
( ATTACH EXTRA SHEETS FOR DETAILED PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTIONS )
NOV I 8
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KASABUSKI ARENA COMPLEX
EMPLOYEE COMPLIANCE DOCUMENT
TO ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE TOWN OF SAUGUS' KASABUSKI ARENA
COMPLEX :
THE CONTENTS OF THE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK AND THE EMPLOYEE
COMPENSATION POLICY AND APPRAISAL PLAN ARE TO BE DISCUSSED
WITH YOU BY YOUR SUPERVISOR. YOU ARE TO RECEIVE A COPY OF
EACH OF THE DOCUMENTS.
AFTER THE MEETING WITH YOUR SUPERVISOR AND AFTER READING THE
DOCUMENTS, YOU ARE REQUESTED TO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENT AND RETURN IT TO YOUR SUPERVISOR. IT WILL BE FILED
IN YOUR PERSONNEL FOLDER.
THE CONTENTS OF THE KASABUSKI ARENA EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK AND THE
COMPENSATION AND APPRAISAL PLAN HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED WITH ME
AND I HAVE READ BOTH DOCUMENTS AND I AM FAMILIAR WITH THE
CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENTS.
DATE NAME (PLEASE PRINT'
JOB TITLE_
SIGNATURE
NOV ! 8 I
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Annual Report
SAUGUS PUBLIC LIBRARY
SAUGUS MASSACHUSETTS 01906
T.I. 233-0530
1985
Saugus Public Library
295 Central St.
233-0530
Hours 61.5 Hours per Week
50.5 Hours per Week
Budget:
Salaries
Library Materials
Operating Expenses
Children's Programming
Capital Equipment
Library Programs:
Adult Library
March
Monday — Saturday
Labor Day — Memorial Day
Monday — Friday
Memorial Day ~ Labor Day
$139,644
30,800
5,682 (excluding utilities)
500
April
May
*Quilts: Reflections of American Women
Ms. Sheila Cooke-Kayser/Hammersmith
Quilters
Money Management Seminar
Waddell & Reed Financial Services
Boston By Slide
Boston By Foot
*Faberge'
Rev. Joseph L. Curran
Our Lady of Fatima Parish
Sudbury, MA.
Attendance
52
12
20 I
17
/^/
June
October
November
December
**To Everything A Season
A Slide Show
Mrs. Oscar Pope 25
**How To Handle Stress
Sondra Steinberg/Maiden Hospital 34
*Little Women: Fact And Fiction
Ms. Jayne Gordon/Orchard House 15
**An Evening of Boston's Public Art
Ms. Mary Shannon/Boston Arts Commission 16
*Sponsored by The Friends of the Saugus Public Library
and Funded by a Grant From The Saugus Arts Lottery Council
** Sponsored by the Friends of the Library
Children's Library
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
Children's Films 277
Story Hours 102
Just Around The Corner Theater Group 120
Story Hours 52
Film Programs 249
Story Hours 105
Film Programs 144
Cheezo The Clown 130
Story Hours 47
Film Programs 23
Central St. School Visit 64
Story Hours 53
May Party 138
Special Needs Class 6
Story Hours 101
Film Programs 172
Reading Program 159
Story Hours 51
Film Programs 147
/*
September Film Programs
Clowns Around
Pool Party
October Story Hours
Film Programs
Campfire Group
Bluebird Group
November Story Hours
Film Programs
Special Needs Class
December Story Hours
38
210
50
101
150
5
7
72
147
5
51
Circulation Of Library Materials:
Adult Library 50,341
Juvenile Library 38,154
88,495
New Registrations:
Adult Library
Juvenile Library
People Count:
Adult Library
Juvenile Library
Library Materials Processed
Adult Library
Juvenile Library
961
421
1,382
46,244
32,287
78,531
1,590
710
/Jot.
Interllbrary Loans Processed: 130
Gifts:
276 Gift Volumes Were Added To The Collection
27 Memorial Volumes Were Added To The Collection
BOOKMARKS AND PLASTIC BAGS (to protect library materials) WERE
DONATED BY THE SAUGUS BANK AND TRUST
A NUMBER OF PRIVATE CITIZENS DONATED MONEY FOR THE UPKEEP OF THE
LIBRARY LANDSCAPING
AN EDNA LIGHT (to help people with sight problems to be able to
read) WAS DONATED BY THE SAUGUS LIONS CLUB
Grants Received:
Library Incentive Grant $12,373
This money is applied by the town against the library book budget
Additional State Aid to Libraries $ 7,175.50
Expenditures:
1. Books
2. Xerox Typewriter Upgrade
3. Carpeting For Stack Area
A. Lighting For Front Stairs
5. Cannon Electronic Typewriter
Trust Funds:
Ethel L. Gibbs Trust Fund (established 10/85)
Benjamin Johnson Trust Fund
Annie Kimball Library Fund
Lancaster Memorial Library Fund (established 3/85)
George M. Wilson Library Fund
Saugus Woman's Club Memorial Fund
Library Volunteers:
Mrs. Althea Adelhelm
Mrs. Amy Henigan
Mrs. Patricia Noel
Mrs. Sophie Smith
A
Friends of the Library—Officers
Mrs. Althea Adelhelm
Mrs. Janice Caporale
Mrs. Virginia DiFranza
Mrs. Jeanette Maes
Mrs. Anne Tanquay
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Trustees of the Library:
Mr. Kenneth Babb
Mrs. Donna Barrett
Mr. Vincent DeCain
Mr. Leonidas Nickole
Mrs. Patricia Noel
Mr. Dexter Rich
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary
Library Staff:
/4f(
Mrs. June Angell
Mr. Edmund Ciampolillo
Mrs. Betty Colarusso
Mrs. Rose Desmond
Mrs. Patricia McCarthy
Mrs. Marlene Hegarty
Mrs. Anne Landry
Mrs. Susanne McNamara
Mr. Douglas W. Rendell
Mrs. Geneva Tewksbury
Mrs. Anne Wall
Assistant To Librarian
Custodian
Part-Time
Part-Time
Reference Librarian
Part-Time
HQj
Children's Librarian fnpnTl
Part-Time
Director 1
Administrative Aide and Cataloger
Circulation Librarian
-
'
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TOWN OF SAUGUS
SUMMER PROGRAM RECREATION & PARKS
Open Playgrounds
This summer's recreational program was conducted at the
following locations: Evans, Stackplole, Lynnhurst,
Bucchierre, Hurd Ave. These sights afforded these youngsters
in these locations the opportunity to participate in a variety
of supervised activities. These playgrounds were supervised
Monday through Friday from 9:30 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Tennis Instruction
Tennis instruction was provided each morning and afternoon
Monday through Friday at the junior high school courts.
Classes for beginners I and II were held at this location.
Enrollment was excellent with instruction provided free of
charge. Children participating in this program were required
to bring a racquet and a can of tennis balls as a requirement
of regulation.
At the conclusion of this program a tournament was held
with trophies awarded to the top three male and female
participants
.
Swimming
Swimming was provided on a limited basis. On extremely hot
days instructors would request taking a group of children to
available pools or to one of the local beaches. These requests
were granted only when permission from parents of those
participatin was granted.
Arts k Crafts
Limited Arts & Crafts classes were held at each park
during each week. Crafts were provided by to the park
instructors. Elementary crafts were primarily used such as
gimp and loop projects. Children were taught the use of
different materials in creative art and were allowed to bring
home all projects completed.
/J6.
Sports Competition
Instruction, league competition, and tournament play were
provided in a variety of activities of those sports minded
children. Competitive activities included: baseball,
softball, bowling, volleyball, wiffleball, tennis, and
basketball. Youngsters were treated to refreshments at the
conclusion of many of these events and awards were presented to
winning team players.
Field Trip
Our annual trip to Canobie Lake Park in Salem, New
Hampshire was once again well attended. Many youngsters took
advantage of this opportunity to enjoy a day at this ammusement
park.
Performing Arts
Many youngsters took advantage of the performing arts
entertainment. "Michael the Magician" put on his entertaining
magic show. This year's program also included "The Greenwich
Puppet Show" which was most entertaining for children of all
ages. These shows were held at the Saugus Iron Works
,
sponsored by the Recreation and Parks Department.
Summer Concerts
A series of summer concerts were sponsored by the Parks k
Recreation Department in conduction with the Saugus Iron
Works. Participating bands were contracted by the Recreation
Department. Refreshments and location preparations were
provided by the Iron Works. In all, these concerts were well
attended and provided enjoyable entertainment for citizens of
Saugus
.
/A
Eeooyatios
Over the past year the Oaklandvale Playground project was
completed. Major fence repair was done at stocker, oaklandvale,
anna parker and high school fields. A field maintenance program
was instituted, Hurd Ave., Anna Parker, Oaklandvale, Evans and
Stackpole fields are now on aChem Lawn treatment program.
All equipment at all tot-lots has been painted our will be painted
prior to July 1 . New basketball courts are currently under
construction at the Oaklandvale and Lynnhurst schools. A tennis
court is under construction at the Lynnhurst School. A grass
cutting program has been developed and seems to be working.
/at
SUMMARY OF 1983 PROGPAMS
Program of Activities
Arts Sc Crafts
Bowling
Baseball
Softball
Performing Arts
Volleyball
Swimming
Tennis
Basketball
Concerts
Kickball
Field Trips
Wiffleball
Participating Parks
Evans
Hurd
Stackpole
Bucchiere
Lynnhurst
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• Office of the
lepartmwt af flaltrp
Town of Saugus, Massachusetts
M
Donald m. Peters
chief
March 5, 1986
Mr. Paul T. Rabchenuk
Town Manager
Saugus, Ma. 01906
Dear Sir:
In 1980, the Saugus Police Department had a total complement of 54 men. In
that year, the Police Department responded to 14,924 calls for service.
There were a total of 2,107 accidents in Saugus that year.
In 1985, the Saugus Police Department had a complement of 51 men. During
that year, the Police Department responded to 17,937 calls for service. We
had a total of 2,550 accidents in Saugus during 1985.
Because of the shortage of manpower, our response time is slower and we do
not have time for proper investigation of all crimes.
Saugus ranks seventh in the entire state for crimes committed per 1,000
population. The Police Department is seriously undermaned.
Because of the shortage of manpower, we are forced to use under trained
Reserve Officers, and cannot properly train our Regular Officers.
My goal has always been to have a well-trained and responsive Police
Department with enough Regular Police Officers* to serve the community in a
way the community has a right to be served.
This is impossible to do with the manpower and budget restriction we now have.
Sincerely,
Donald M. Peters
Chief, Saugus Police
//a
Office of the
3bjiartm?ttt of tynlxt?
Town of Saugus, Massachusetts
)onald M. Peters
chief
SAUGUS POLICE DEPARTMENT
1985 ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
AS CHIEF OF POLICE FOR THE TOWN OF SAUGUS, I HEREBY SUBMIT MY EIGHTH
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE VEPARTMENT'S ACTIVITIES FOR THE VEAR 79S5.
POLICE ROSTER
CHIEF
VONALV M. PETERS
CAPTAIN-EX. OFFICER
MARTIN J. MAILLET
LIEUTENANTS
CORNELIUS S. MEEHAN
EtWARP J. FELIX
RICHARP A. MURPHY
SERGEANTS
JAMES J. CHAMPOUK
JAMES J. MACKAy
STEPHEN HARPER
KEMPTON SHIPMAN
GEORGE HARTT
NORMAN STANTON
NICHOLAS HARTT
ARTHUR COOK
///
(P. 2)
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
RICHARD T. ZJCHEL
R1CHARV S. MONICO
BRUCE WALLACE
RICHARP A. MAI LLET
PETER CICOLINI JR.
RALPH F. NASUTI
ALBERT W. PIOTTE JR.
WALTER I/. fCELLEV JR.
WILLIAM N. LEBLANC
THOMAS M. MURRAY
GEORGE NAl/ISKAS
JAMES MAGILL
MICHAEL C. MORELLI
FRANCIS E. GILL
PANE BATES
ANPREW El/LOG
CHARLES C. CARROLL
ALFREP HARRIS
PATROLMAN
ROV H. LATTANZIO
COLIN A. REES
STEPHEN P. SWEE2EV
MICHAEL T. ANNESE
HOWARP WHEELER
FRANK J. RANTALONE
EVWARV F. CASSELY
HERBERT S. COLLIBEE
JAMES MOLLOV
STEVEN V. FOSTER
JOHN A. VmENTE
WILLIAM STUFF LE
RONALV WLTTEN
ALAN ERJCKSON
GARV MANSFIELP
VAVW POTNAM
JOHN COBURN
[Note.) Vu.nA.ng the yean. ' 85 the. department n.etin.ed
two (2) octette and lo6t one. ah the hZAuJtX
oi being killed while, on duty. We. one. now
attempting to ^lll the. thn.ee vacancies thA.ou.gk
civil i>en.vlce. Once, vacancies are filled I
will have, a comple.me.nt o^ fcLfcty one (5 7) men.
At the. present time I have one o^lcen. who hoi
been out 6en.vl.ee connected ion. the pai>t {^oun yi
thereby making the department t>hon£ ioun. [4) mi
\NNUAL TOWN REPORT
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RESERVE OFFICERS
//a.
>AUL R. BENNETT
JOHN S. BUCHANAN
PATRICK CARVALISCO
KNVREW COULE
UCHAEL A. GREEN
1UVITH HIGG1NS
WJL V. ESVRA
KICHAEL STEWART
THOMAS LIMA
HMOTHV FAWCETT
ialph mmio
WCELYNN K0UNT2E
POLICE CLERKS
SANVRA ST. CLAIR
ELAINE MCLELLAN
MATRONS
JAMES E. MARSH JR.
CRAIG J. PARKS
PIAME COWAN
RI CHART? A. PRESCOTT
JOHN J. NAGL1ERI
MICHAEL F. MCGRATtf
VENNIS A. V1MA10
KEVIN NICHOLS
STEVEN RING
CHRISTOPHER PEATRJVGE
THOMAS LIMA
ROSE SWEE2EV
KAREN LEMOJNE
(P. 4)
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ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
VuAAjig the yeaA 1985 two (2) men netuied and one o^iczn wa6 killed in
the line ofa duty, and one man no* been out benvice connected faon. the. past faouA (4)
yeans. The departments hull compliment should be at faifaty one (51), but because ofa
<%etOiements I novo have faoity eight (48). Witliin the next Aeveial montlis I hope to
bend thn.ee (3) men to the police academy as boon as I can get vehJifaication fahom civil
service, thereby making a fault compliment ofa faifaty one [51] men.
In addtfsion to the above personnel, there are 25 Auxiliary ofafaicers: 19 School
year 1981 1981 1983 1984 1985
Crabbing Guards; 7 School But Monitors
;
25 Special Police Ofafaicers located at various
pnyivate ebtablis limentb .
SICK LEAVE
Sick leave faor the year 1985 amounted tc : 511
Service Connected disability-
SICK LEAVE CHART
741
No. Ofafaicers 51 51 51 51 57
Sick Leave 573 564 795 669 577
Serv. Conn. In/. 1030 1158 7225 1118 74 7
Funeral Leave 13 17 22 36 34
Other Leave 145 65 52 59 72
Total 1811 1855 2/45 1933 7409
//y
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ARREST
Vu.ni.ng the. yean. 19&5 the. Saugut Police. Ve.pattime.nt made. 952 anjieAt ^ok vantiouA
0AJjneJ> and o^ewA&A. The. Saugu6 Poticz citihcn. investigated on. made. ahAest faon. the.
following categ ontieb
.
CnA.mi.nat Homi.cA.de. 7
Y-on.cA.ble. Rape. 3
Robben.y 26
kbhauJUt 104
BuAgla/iy 333
lan.ce.ny 72 76
Moton. Vehicle. The.lt 563
Woton. Ve.hi.cleA Recv.—--449
Vn.ope.ntiy Vamage 977
Accident* 726 7
ViAtuJibanceA 19S4
Bomb Threat 26
Pn.owle.nA 2
Sex O^ente* 30
Suicide. 7
Penj>on& Anxested 952
Protective Custody 539
All Othen* 9590
Total CaJUU Ton. yean.- -77 ,937
B
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
(P. 6)
SUPPLEMENTAL VUT1ES
Panklng Tag* l**ued 36 75
Summon* Senved 359
Vol. Piop. Stolen $4,582,413
Vol. Plop. Recv. £2,366,645
V1SP0S1T10N COURT CASES
Count Co*t $17,080
Anx.e*ted Ton. Otken. Autk. 369
Continued to/0 A Finding J 95
Vl*ml**ed 10
Tiled 9
Tlned 347
Held Ton. Gnxmd Jun.y
Pn.obcuU.on 94
Suspended S2.nte.nce. 50
Se.nte.nce. H.C. 10
Sentence State PnJj>on
Sentence Y.S.B. 5
C.A.S.P. Pn.ogn.am ( Open.. Und) 63
Total 1 182
Amount, oi Tine* and Count Co*t* A**e**ed- $117,644.00
//£
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BUVGET
Vuning the yean 1985 I have i&6ue.d 148 JU.c2.n6ej> to canny {ineanmi>;12 Fineanm
dealen license*; 8 licenses to sell ammu.yvitA.on) 139 Fineanm identification cands;
6 Gunsmith licenses ; 2 penmLts to pun.ch.ase; {on a total oj$ $2,525. 00.
I also necetved the. amount o{ $5,534.00 {nom insunance companies , lawens , etc..
{on copies o{ ae.cXde.nti> and police neponts; $20.00 {on {intng nange quali{icatton;
$341.00 {on the. tote. o{ photo*; $63,075.00 was collected {horn panktng ticket*;
$100 ,564.00 was collected {nom Lynn Vistnict Count a* the. nesult o{ {ines patd by
de{endants ; $15, 298. 92 was collected a* the nesult o{ the. town changing 7% {ok Sen-
vice change, on bpe.CA.at details by the. o{{icens; $350.00 Collected {nom o{{icen
attending gnand juny; $1.70 Rebate {torn Tel. Co.; $55.36 ne{und {nom Atlanticane;
$781.25 Restitution cntminal caAe.-Lawie.nce Ginewicz; $231.25 Restitution {nom Anthony
Ginewicz [cniminal case); making a gnand total o{ $1 88, 393. 00
,
which I have tunned oven,
to the town tn.easuh.ehs o{{ice and hold neceipts {on i>ame.
Flneanms $2,525. 00
Insunance Copies- -$5,5 34. 00
Fining Range $20.00
Photo* $341.00
Pank. Tickets-- $63,075.00
Count Fines--- $70^,564.00
Spc. details— $ 25,198.92
Gnand Juny $350.00
Rebate(Tel. Co) $7.70
Re{und[Atlantlcaxe)- $55.36
Restitution $781.25
Restitution $237.25
Total $198,777.48
1
I 1 • I *.
I'f-'.WC
M_
79*5 $760,596.00
1986 $1
,
98
,
777 . 4 8.
$38, 181.48
//
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ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
The bureau o& Cnlmlnal Investigation (BIC) is ai>i>igned to handle, the
mono. te.cknA.caZ on. benlouh cniminal cat>ei>, which one cu> ^ollowb. Gnand Lancenles,
T-oxgenles , UttenlngA , Munden, SuU.cU.dzb, Back Gnound Investigation* , Sneaking and
Entitling cai>es, Mandellsm ofa town pn.ope.nXA.es, Rape cases, VXscneet ba.ckgn.oimd In-
vestlgatlon* &on {edenal authonltles , Vmxgb, eXc.
CASES INVEST JGATEV
January IS
Fe.bn.uaAy 2 7
MaAcn 79
Apnll 79
May 20
Jane. 20
July 20
August IS
Se.pte.mbe.n. 17
Octoben 75
Novemben. 16
Vecemben IS
Total --227
Cates Resolved- 128
Cases Active. S3
TOTAL 22 7
//A
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Thz mmbzhA included {^on. cximzi> invzktigatzd, bolvzd and uniolvzd do not
xz&lzct an accuxatz pi.cA.ut12. o{) tkz activitizA ol the Euxzau o& Cximinal JnvzAti-
gation B.C.I. ). Thzxz axz numzxouA othzx cximzA invzAtAgatzd, and bomz not, bzcaxxAZ
0^ the bhohtagz 0^ manpowzx In the unit. Cximzi> i>uch oa numzxouA houA2.bh.2akA 2tc.
axz not invz-i>tigatzd oa thzxz i£> abtolutzly'nothing to go on and valxxablz timz would
be waiAtzd. Th2 bottom tine iA that cximzA that axz invzAtigatzd havz to comz in
thzix otidzti o^ pxionAy, and impoxtancz.
Whzn thz unit waA ZAtabtuhzd thzxz wzxz &ivz mzmbzxi, , two mzn on nightA
and thxzz on day*. At thz ptiZAznt timz thztiz axz only two mzn aAhignzd to thz B.C. 7.
who Monk thz 9AM - 5PM. and onz man who woxkA thz 5PM - JAM thi^t.AlAO dayb o{i,
count timz, and vacation* Izavz thz unit dangzttouAly * hotit handzd.
Many man houXA axz i>pznt on ctiimzA that axz bolvzd, and thobz that axz not
i>olvzd. Czxtain caAZi> may go on &0X monthA, i>uch oa capital. cximzA ztc. Thz cxanzi>
that axz not i>olvzd, ii important axz well documzntzd, ^ox fauhthzx xz^zxzncz down
thz xoad in timz. MonthA ox yzaxA latzx in^oxmaAion may comz {oxth that along with
that documentation thz coaz can be i>olvzd.
Ai> btatzd abovz, thz 6ucczA6 xatz o& thz unit ii> quitz xzmaxkablz undzx thz
i>hoxt handzd cixcumbtanczi,
.
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ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
GRAPH OP REPORTS S FINES
VZCLA 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Roiea $8,242. 00 $44,299. 00 $34,661. 00 $16,835. 00 $100,564.00
Complru.>vti>
Rzc.QA.vzd 15,465 15,444 15,674 18,580 11,931
Summon*
Sznvzd 1,198
i
1,061 116 638 359
PankAJiQ Tag;.
li>6UQ,d
>
3,231 4,666 3,664 3,111 3,615
Votiu tnuJLy, _
Vonatd M. PqXzka,
CkLzh oh Police.
SauguA Poticz Vzpt.
SauguA, MA
/JO.
ro: Chiet Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department.
7rom: Richard T. Eichel, Chiet ot Inspectors, Bureau ot Criminal Investigations
Subject: Cases Investigated Monthly;
January 18
February 21
March IV
April IV
May 20
June--- 20
July 2u
August 18
September --17
October lb
November -----ib
December 18
Total 221
Respectfully Submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chiet Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
i
To: Chief Donald M. Peters , Saugus Police Department.
From: Richard T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors.
Subject: Activity Report of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
January 1985
Jan. 1985, Larceny from a person (Summons issued)
Jan. 1985, Larceny ( Active)
Jan. 1985, Background Investigation for Town, (Closed).
Jan. 1985, Investigation, Annoying Phone Calls. ( Closed with results)
Jan. 1985, Drug Investigation, ( Arrest)
Jan. 1985, B & E Investigation, ( case active)
Jan. 1985, Indecent Exposure Investigation, (Case active suspect known)
Jan. 1985, House break investigation, (case active)
Jan. 1985, Larceny by check investigation, ( Complaint issued)
Jan. 1985, House break investigation, ( Summons issued)
Jan. 1985, Gaming investigation with other authorities, (Closed with resul
Jan, 1985, B & E Investigation, ( Case active , complaint sought)
Jan. 1985, House break investigation, ( Case active)
Jan. 1985, House break investigation, ( Case active)
Jan. 1985, Drug investigation with other authorities, ( Case Closed with r«
i
Jan. 1985, Annoying phone calls, ( Closed with results)
Jan. 1985, B & E Investigation, ( case active with suspects)
Jan. 1985, Backgroung investigation, ( ease closed)
t
e
I
f
Cases Investigated: 18
Cases resolved: 13
Cases Active: 5 Respectfully, Submitted
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
o; Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department. /Ae2^%
>rom: Richard T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors
.
jbjeet: Activity Report, of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation,
ebruary 1985
eb. 1985, Malicious damage investigation, (Closed with results)
House break investigation, ( Active)
Assault & Battery Investigation, ( Waraant obtained )
Larceny large amount money, ( Warrant obtained )
Breaking & Entering Investigation, ( Active )
Larceny of motor Vehicle, ( Closed with results )
Housebreak investigation, (active, subject known )
Kidnapping investigation, ( closed with results )
Larceny Investigation, ( Aative )
Investigation for other authorities, ( Closed with results )
House break, ( Active )
House break investigation, ( Warrant obtained )
Larceny ( interior ) investigation, ( Closed with results )
eb. 1985 B & E investigation, ( active )
eb. 1985 House break investigation, ( active )
eb. 1985, Receiving stolen property investigation, ( Closed with results )
eb. 1985, Background Investigation for other authority, ( closed with results)
eb. 1985, House break investigation, ( Warrant issued )
eb. 1985, Larceny investigation, ( Closed with results)
eb. 1985, B & E investigation, ( Closed with results )
eb. 1985, House break investigation, ( Active )
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
eb. 1985
i
ases Investigated; 21
ases Resolved ; 13
ases Active : 8 Respectfully Submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
To: Chief 13onald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department. /cZ\
From: Riehwird T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors.
Subject: Activity Report of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
March
,
1985
March 1985
,
Assault & Battery with Dangerous Weapon, ( Closed with results
March 1985
,
House break investigation, ( Complaints pending )
March 1985 , Investigation Fraudulent Advertiseing, ( Closed with re.«suits )
March 1985
,
Bombing motor vehicle & home investigation, ( Active with suspej
March 1985,
,
, Breaking & Entering, Lareery firearms, ( Active )
March 1985
,
Larceny by check investigation, ( Closed with result? )
March 1985
,
Background cheeks for Town ( Closed with results )
March 1985
,
Investigation for other authority, ( Closed )
March 1985,
,
House break investigation, ( Active ) !
March 1985,
,
Larceny investigation, ( Active with suspect )
!
March 1985,
,
House break, ( Active )
March 1985,
,
Drug investigation, ( Arreat )
March 1985,
,
Larceny by check investigation, ( Closed with results )
March 1985,
,
Larceny of motor vehicle ( Closed with results )
March 1985, Larceny of money investigation , internal ( Closed with results ;
Mareh 1985, House break investigation, ( Active with suspect )
', March 1985, Larceny by check investigation, ( Closed with results )
j
March 1985, Forgery, Uttering and Larceny investigation, (Warrant issued )
;
March 1985, Drug investigation with other authorities ( Open Active )
Cases Invesstigated 19 i
Cases Re sol ved 12 i
Cases Aeti\re 7 Respectfully Submitted
Riehard T. Eichel
i
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
/<&y.
: Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department,
•om: Richard T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors,
ibject: Activity Report of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
»ril 1985
Larceny of motor vehicle, Lv. scene accident, ( Warrant )
House break ( Active )
Assault & Battery with Dangerous Weapon, ( Summone )
Investigation of threats, ( Closed with results )
Arson investigation with Federal Authorities, ( Active )
House break investigation, (Active with suspect )
Larceny from employer over $ 3000.00, (Warrant obtained )
Armed Robbery investigation with other authorities, ( Active )
Armed Robbery investigation, ( Active )
Armed Robbery investigation, ( Active )
House break, ( Active )
Narcotic Investigation, ( Closed with results )
B & E and Larceny, (Closed with results )
Narcotic and Stolen Firearm Investigation, (Closed with results )
Housebreak
, ( Active )
Sudden Death Investigation, ( Closed )
Narcotic Investigation with other authorities, (Closed with results)
Breaking and Entering investigation, ( Waraant obtained )
Investigation for other authority, ( Closed with results )
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ril 1985
ses Investigated : 19
ses Closed : 11
ses Active : 8 Respectfully Submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
-
I
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To: Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department.
From: Richard T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors.
Subject: Activity reportof the Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
May 1985
May 1985, Attempted Arson Investigation, ( Closed with results )
May 1985, Annoying phone calls investigation, ( Closed with results )
May 1985, Annoying phone calls investigation, ( Victim withdrew complaint
May 1985, House Break investigation, ( Closed with results )
May 1985, House break investigation, ( active )
May 1985, Sudden death investigation, ( Closed with results )
May 1985, Larceny from person investigation, ( Active )
May 1985, Armed robbery, ( Active )
May 1985, Stabbing investigation, ( Closed with results)
May 1985, Breaking & Entering investigation, ( Active suspect known )
May 1985, Armed Robbery investigation, ( Active )
May 1985, Larceny by false pretenses, ( Closed with results )
May 1985, Housebreak investigation, ( Arrest )
May 1985, Larcvny of small building, (Qlosed with results )
May 1985, Background investigation police Officer candidates, (Closed)
May 1985, Larceny by check investigation, ( Closed with results )
May 1985, House break investigation, ( Active )
May 1985, Narcotics Investigation, ( complaints pending )
May 1985, House break, ( Active )
May 1985, Larceny by check investigation, ( Closed restitution made )
Cases Investigated 20
Cases Resolved 12
Cases Active 8 Respectfully Submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureat.
Saugus Police Department
y: Chief Donald M. Peters , Saugus Police Department.
rom: Richard T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors.
jbject: Activity Report of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
jne 1985
,
Welfare fraud investigation, ( Active )
,
Malicious Destruction investigation, ( Arrest )
, Housebeeak investigation, ( Active with suspect )
, Arson, ( Active )
, Larceny and Larceny of motor vehicle, ( Warrant issued )
, Larceny by check investigation, ( Warrant issued )
, House break investigation, ( Active )
, Receiving stolen property investigation, ( Warrant issued )
,
Breaking and Entering investigation, (Active )
, Unlawful storage of fireworks, ( Summons issued )
, Housebreak investigation, ( Active )
, Murder, Harold Vitale, victim, ( Closed with results )
, Larceny from employer, ( Warrant issued )
, Armed robbery, ( Active )
, Larceny from person, ( Active )
, Investigation, solicitation for prostitution, (Active )
, Criminal backgrouni check for other authority, ( Closed )
, House break, ( Arrest )
,
Larceny by check, (Closed restitution made )
, House break investigation, ( Active )
20
10
/*£.
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
jne 1985
ases Investigated:
ases resolved:
ases active : 10
?
Respectfully Submitted
7jL4*J^<
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
^H
To: Chiet Donald M. Peters, Saugus PoliceDepartment
.
^
A
Froir : Richard T. Eichel, Chief of Inspectors.
Subject: Activity Report ot the Bureau ot Criminal Investigation.
July 1983
July 1985, Annoying phone calls investigation. ( Close, Court action )
July 1985, Larceny ot a motor vehicle, ( Summons issued )
July 1985, House break investigation, ( Active )
July 1985, Weapons Violation, ( Summons issued )
July 1985, Larceny and Forgery Investigation. ( Warrant issued )
July 1985, House break, ( Active )
July 1985, Larceny investigation, ( Active suspect known )
July 1985, Indecent exposure, ( Summons issued )
July 1985, B & E ( Active )
July 1985, Annoying phone calls, ( Closed with results )
July 1985, House break, ( Active suspect known )
July 1985, Confidential background check, (closed with results)
July lVs:>, Kidnap and rape investigation, ( Closed with results )
July 1985, Stolen oil truck, ( closed, with results )
July 1985, House break investigation, ( Active )
£uly 1985, Receiving stolen property investigation ( Closed with results \
July 1985 House break investigation, ( Warrant issued )
July 1985 Larceny by employee, ( arrest )
July 1983, House break investigation, ( Active )
July 1985, Back ground investigation tor Town, ( Closed ;
Cases investigated 20
Cases resolved 13
Cases Active 7 Respecttully Submitted
/S^W ^^^
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bures
Saugus Foiice Department
(To: Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department.
From; Richard T. Eichel, Chief ot Inspectors.
Subject. Activity report ot the Bureau ot Criminal Investigation.
August 1985
Aug. 1985, Larceny ot motor vehicle investigation, ( Warrant issued )
House break investigation, ( Active )
Forgery, Uttering Larceny investigation, ( Warrant issued )
Forgery, uttering Larceny investigation, ( Warrant issued )
Fraudulent claim on house break investigation, ( Active )
House break investigation, ( Active )
Larceny investigation, Active, (suspect known )
Narcotic investigation, ( Warrant issued )
B & E investigation, ( closed with results )
Larceny by employee large sum momey, ( Warrant issued )
House break investigation, ( Active )
Background check foue subjects for Town, ( Closed )
Larceny by check investigation, ( Closed restitution made )
Narcotic investigation, ( Arrest )
Narcotic investigation, ( Arrest )
House break investigation, ( Active )
House break investigation, ( Arrest )
Possession of fireworks investigation, ( Arrest ;
/cZf.
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985
Cases investigated 18
Cases resolved 12
Cases Active b Respectfully submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
To: Chiet Donald M. Meters, Saugus Police Department.
From: Richard T. Eichei, Chiet ot Inspectors.!
Subject: Activity Report ot the Bureau ot Criminal Investigation.!
September 1985
Sept. 1985, Unarmed robbery investigation, ( Closed, talse reports
Indecent exposure investigation, ( Active ;
House break investigation, ( Active )
Larceny, Forgery, Uttering investigation, ( Closed )
Larceny U.S. Mail, ( Closed with restiilts ;
Larceny investigation, ( Summons issued J
House break investigation, ( Cloaed with results )
Narcotics investigation, ( Closed )
Missing person investigation, Closed subject tound )
Larceny investigation, ( Closed with results )
House break investigation, ( Closed arrest made )
Conspiracy to violate narcotic laws, ( Warrant )
Receiving stolen peoperty investigation, ( Active )
House break investigation, ( Active ;
Narcotic arrest ( Closed )
Background check, ( Closed )
House break, ( Arrest )
/£,
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 19s:>
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985;
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985
Cases Investigated
(Jases Resolved
Cases Active
17
13
4 Respectfully Submitted
Richard T, Eichei
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
o: Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department. S>3ct*
rom: Richard T. Eichel, Chief ol Inspectors.
subject: Activity Report ot the Bureau ot Criminal Investigation,
ctober 1985
»ct. 1985, Annoying phone calls investigation, ( closed with results )
Larceny investigation, ( Closed with results )
Housebreaker arrested
Larceny investigation, ( Active )
House break investigated, ( Active )
Unarmed robbery investigation, ( Closed with results )
Rape investigation, ( Active )
Narcotic investigation, ( Active )
B & E investigation, ( Active )
B & E investigation with other authority, ( Active )
Narcotic investigation, ( arrest )
Background investigation, ( Closed )
House break investigation, ( Warrant issued )
Annoying phone calls, ( Active )
Larceny investigation, ( Closed with results )
15
8
7 Respectfully Submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chief Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
let. 1985
let. 1985
)ct. 1985
)ct. 1985
)ct. 1985
)ct. 1985
)ct. 1985
)ct. 1985
)ct. 1985
let. 1985
>ct. 1985
>ct. 1985
>ct. 1985
tat. 1985
lases Investigated
lases Resolved:
lases Active:
H '>r:'
H
?.,
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To: Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department.
From: Richard T. Eichel, Chiet ot Inspectors.
Subject: Activity Report ot the Bureau ot Criminal Investigation.
Novemoer 1985
Nov. 1985, Stolen motor vehicle investigation, ( Arrest )
Nov. 1985, House break investigation, ( Summons Issued )
Nov. 1985, Investigation for New Hampshire State Police ( Closed )
Nov. 1985, B & E and Larceny Investigation, ( Active )
Nov. 1985, Assault & Battery with dangerous weapon, ( Summons )
Nov. 1985, Assist State Police on drug investigation, ( Active )
Nov. 1985, Rape Investigation, ( Arrest )
Nov. 1985, House break investigation, (Active with suspect ;
Nov. 1985, Larceny from employer, ( Summons ;
Nov. 1985, House break investigation, ( Active )
Nov. 1985, Background investigation, ( Closed ;
Nov. 1985, Annoying and harrassing phone calls, ( Summons issued ;
Nov. 19»5, House break, ( Active )
Nov. 1985, Larceny by check investigation, ( Summons issued )
Nov. 1985, Fraudulent use ot credit card, ( Active )
Nov. 1985, Housebreak investigation, ( Active )
16Cases Investigated:
Cases Resolved:
Cases Active:
9
7 Respectfully Submitted
Richard T. Eichel
Chiet Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department
/J£.
v, Chief Donald M. Peters, Saugus Police Department.
rom: Richard T. Eichel, Chiet ot Inspectors.
jbject: Activity Reportot the Bureau ot Criminal Investigation.
ecember, 1985
ec. 1985, Breaking and Entering investigation, ( Arrest )
Larceny Investigation, ( Active known suspect )
House break Investigation, ( Summons issued )
Larceny from house investigation, ( closed with results )
Armed Robbery, investigation, ( 1 arrest, 2 warrants issued )
Rape Investigation, Uncooperative victim, ( Closed )
Narcotic Investigation with other authorities, ( Active )
Narcotic Investigation, ( Arrest )
Breaking and Entering investigation, (Active ;
Narcotic arrest, ( Court action pending )
Larceny by check, ( Warrant issued )
Larceny investigation with other authorities, ( Closed )
Drug Investigation, ( Active )
Breaking & Entering & Larceny on above case, ( Active )
Breaking & Entering case with other authorities, ( Active )
Confidential background check tor other department, ( Closed)u
Armed Robbery investigation, talse report, ( Closed )
House break investigation, ( Closed results )
ases Investigated: 18
ases resolved: 12
ases Active: 6 Respectfully Submitted,
JfuAcJ ?<So^
Richard T. Eichel.
Chiet Inspector, Criminal Bureau
Saugus Police Department.
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 198}
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec.1.985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
ec. 1985
/A
Office of the
Skpartmntt af $alue
Town of Saugus, Massachusetts
Donald M. Peters
CHIEF
TO: Chief Donald M. Peters
RE: Annual Traffic Report for 1985
FROM: Bruce R. Wallace, Safety Officer
The total figures indicated in this report do not reflect any-
motor vehicle accidents or citations that have been investigated
by the State Police, nor does it reflect any motor vehicle
accident that is not required by law to be reported to the Police
Deoartment.
Respectfully,
Bruce R. "Wallace
Safety Officer
Donald M. Peters
chief
Office of the
Sppartmntt nf JJnitrp
Town of Saugus, Massachusetts
ANNUAL ACCIDENT REPORT 1985
/j>y.
TOTAL ACCIDENTS REPORTED: 2550
TOTAL ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATED BY THE SAUGUS POLICE: 719
ACCIDENTS REPORTED BY MONTH:
PERSONAL INJUARY ACCIDENTS:
JANUARY 259
FEBRUARY 207
MARCH 239
APRIL 169
MAY 217
JUNE 227
JULY 187
AUGUST 198
SEPTEMBER 177
OCTOBER 232
NOVEMBER 232
DECEMBER 202
TOTAL: 2550
JANUARY 34
FEBRUARY 26
MARCH 44
APRIL 25
MAY 40
JUNE 35
JULY 32
AUGUST 36
SEPTEMBER 25
OCTOBER 31
NOVEMBER 34
DECEMBER 33
TOTAL: 395
I
- z - /J*
PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENTS
PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENTS:
FATAL ACCIDENTS:
JANUARY 225
FEBRUARY 181
MARCH 195
APRIL 144
MAY 177
JUNE 192
JULY 155
AUGUST 162
SEPTEMBER 152
OCTOBER 201
NOVEMBER 198
DECEMBER 173
TOTAL: 2155
JANUARY 1
FEBRUARY 2
MARCH 4
APRIL 2
MAY 1
JUNE 1
JULY
AUGUST 1
SEPTEMBER 3
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER 2
DECEMBER 1
TOTAL: 19
June 8, Essex St. 1
August 2, Eastern Ave. 1
August 3, Lincoln Ave. 1
August 24, Route 107 1
August 28, School St. 1
December 31
,
Route 107 1
TOTAL
_6
- 3 - /J6
ACCIDENT LOCATIONS: ROUTE 107 58
U.S. ROUTE 1 610
U.S. ROUTE 99 42
LINCOLN AVE. 125
MAIN STREET 131
ESSEX STREET 109
WALNUT STREET 124
CENTRAL STREET 87
BALLARD STREET 32
WINTER STREET 29
WATER STREET 22
HAMILTON STREET 30
SAVILLE STREET 30
RESIDENT OPERATORS INVOLVED
IN ACCIDENTS:
NON-RESIDENT OPERATORS
INVOLVED IN ACCIDENTS:
1581
2724
VIOLATION NOTICES ISSUED BY POLICE:
(NOTE) For those accidents that were
investigated by the Saugus Police,
the following is the number of
violations that were issued stemming
from such accidents.
TOTAL: 126
- u - /J
AGE OF OPERATORS : 16 - 19 Years
20 - 24 Years
25 - 35 Years
36 - 44 Years
45 - 54 Years
55 - 64 Years
65 - 74 Years
75 - Over
397
596
680
249
266
157
71
75
DAYS OF THE WEEK
ACCIDENTS OCCURRED ; Sunday 230
Monday- 363
Tuesday 347
Wednesday 311
Thursday 348
Friday 453
Saturday 498
Unknown 1
TOTAL 2550
TOTAL PERSONS INJURED IN MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS : 543
TOTAL BICYCLE ACCIDENTS FOR REPORTED FOR 1985 : 12
- 5 - ///
12 :00 A.M.
1: 00 A.M.
2: 00 A.M.
3: 00 A.M.
4: 00 A.M.
5: 00 A.M.
6: 00 A.M.
7: 00 A.M.
8: 00 A.M.
9: 00 A.M.
10 :00 A.M.
11 :00 A.M.
12 :00 P.M.
1: 00 P.M.
2: 00 P.M.
3: 00 P.M.
A: 00 P.M.
5: 00 P.M.
6: 00 P.M.
7: 00 P.M.
8: 00 P.M.
9: '00 P.M.
10 :00 P.M.
11 :00 P.M.
No Time Li
TIME OF DAY ACCIDENTS REPORTED
33
53
45
10
10
15
30
81
78
72
107
113
140
156
171
199
173
163
137
163
152
98
79
84
1
TOTAL 2550
1: 00 A.M.
2: 00 A.M.
3: 00 A.M.
4: 00 A.M.
5: 00 A.M.
.
6: 00 A.M.
7: 00 A.M.
8: 00 A.M.
9: 00 A.M.
10: 00 A.M.
11: DO A.M.
12: 00 P.M.
1: 00 P.M.
2: 00 P.M.
3: 00 P.M.
4: 00 P.M.
5: 00 P.M.
6: 00 P.M.
7: 00 P.M.
8: 00 P.M.
9: 00 P.M.
10: 00 P.M.
11: 00 P.M.
12: 00 Midnight
^•*V.-
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TOWN OF SAUGUS
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
SAUGUS, MASS. 01906
ANNUAL REPORT 1985
Submitted by J. Attubato, Acting Director:-
This Department is comprised of the following divisions -
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
FORESTRY & PARKS
HIGHWAY
ENGINEERING
WATER
SEWER
MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
LANDFILL
.
BUILDING MAINTENANCE - Jr. High School - Roof leaks are now at a minimum and
being addressed as soon as possible, therefore, they are no longer a major
porblem. There has been scrubbing and painting done in the lavatories as
well as the room next to the Computer Room. A major leak was repaired by
the Plumber in the Gym. Also gas has been restored to the Science Rooms
thac were not able to be used for many years. A new paved road was recon-
structed behind the Jr. High building and now much better for use of school
buses. 1,200 feet of new guard rail was installed behind this school so
that dirt bikes and other unauthorized vehicles could not go onto the playing
fields and cause damage. This guard rail has cut this type of vandalism to
nothing. Many windows were caulked to prevent leaking.
Veterans Memorial School - M1 roof leaks are now under control. There are
minor leaks that are being addressed, This is an on going maintance program.
There was a lot of minor carpetry work done, shelves being built, door's re-
paired, etc. There were many windows caulked to stop leaks. Plumbers have
repaired and replaced sinks and faucets throughout the different lavatories.
Also the electrician got th lights in the gym to work properly for the first
time in many years. Now the functions there will be much brighter.
Saugus High School - Many windows were caulked and many leaks have been elim-
inated. Plumbers have made repairs to lavatories throughout the school, a lot
of vandalism. There were two rooms done over, scraped and painted that now
can be used. Emergency work was done on the auditorium ceiling, there were
parts of the ceiling falling down. Work was done immediately so that the
auditorium could be used for functions. There was also brick work done on the
gym wall that was left undone for years. There was painting and maintenance
done to the all purpose room inside as well as outside. Also some fence work
was done by the road by the cafateria area.
Lynnhurst School- There were leaks taken care of, also painting throughout the
building. Many doors were not opening properly that were taken care of. Also
brick work was done many cracks were taken care of that were not done in years.
Also the whole playground area was paved for the first time in 20 years.
Oaklandvale School - Doors were taken care of that were not closing properly,
also brick work was done throughout the school, many cracks due to settlement
were taken care of by the mason. Also roof leaks were taken care of and all
of the playground area was paved for the the first time in 20 years.
y^.
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Ballard School - This school had a major electrical problem solved, a
seperate line was installed for the computer prior to that fuses were being
blown out constantly. Also carpentry was done, doors were worked on so they
now open properly. Also plumbing work was done in all lavatories.
Waybright School - Finally got all lights working properly, not only in school
but in the gym. Radiator covers put on a lot of the radiators, also had doors
worked on so that they open properly.
Evans School - A lot of plumbing has been done here to all the lavatories.
Also electrical problems taken care of, switches, switch plates, lights, etc.
Town Hall - The assesor's office done over, also the Town clerk office done over,
carpentry work, plumbing, electrical. Had a handicap toilet put in the rear
of the Town Hall. Our own plumber, carpenter, electrician and painters again
were involved with this. Had many shelves put in basement of Town Hall for
the records of various departments. Had a company repair various roof leaks
in the rear of the Town Hall as well as in the front.
American Legion Hall - A new roof was put on this building for the first time
in over 50 years. No more leaking, done by Town help. Also the ceiling lowered,
new electrical lights installed. Also minor plumbing work was done. A beautiful
new door and crash bar.
Ratigan House - This house was painted for the first time in 60 years. Also
new storm windows were installed. Had a great savings on heating oil. There
also was plumbing work done, having radiators installed in different rooms.
Also electrical work, all by our own maintenance department,
Main Library - Had cement work done to entrance to library. Had a seperate
line put in for the air conditioners. This year very little problems on the
oil system, because of extra work done last year.
Pumping Station - Very few problems this year. This station will be done over
in the future because of reconstruction of new pumps being put on line, the
main building will also be worked on.
Police Station - Have cleaned, scraped walls, floors, ceiling from top to bottom,
all rooms and painted. Had carpentry work done in
This was done for the first time in years. There is still much to be done.
Engineering Department - Phase I of the replacement of old 8" calcimine
water main with new 16" ductile from Lincoln Ave. to Johnson Rd.
2200 ft plus new hydrants valves. Had resurfaced from Elmwood &
Adams to Vine St & Adams Ave. - High St- Clifton Ave - Staff Rd -
Wolcott Terr.
Stackpole Field - The press box painted over with the Saugus insignia
on it. Many of the wood seats were done over. Minor plumbing work
donein the visiting club house as well as the main club house.
Forestry & Parks - The forestry dept . this past year took down many
rotten trees that should have come down long ago. As many as 4 5 trees
from 3" to 42" around. Also filled in with other dept'.s , mainly the
water dept. The forestry sheds just about done except for the doors
r
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and heat, electricity.
The parks this past year were done in a much better fashion
than the last few years. Many stands were done over in all the littl
leauge parks, the park dept. has new equipment to handle most of
the parks. This dept. is understaffed and has to work in conjunction*
with the Athletic Dept. in the Saugus school system as well as
little league baseball team as well as soccer leagues and softball.
This department needs extra help in the summer months.
Highway - This dept. took car
painting of cross walks, tria
for the winter months and tak
is over. Sanding and plowing
street sweeping, catch basin
This past year many catch
to street level, they had col
with State money, the Town go
is 30' ft wide by 60' ft long
The town land fill is tak
be seperate. Landfill Dept.
cover. The receipts were a 1
e of all signs that need to go up,
ngles, etc. Filling of sand barrels
ing them back to yard after winter
of all town streets. Patching potholes,
cleaning.
basins and manhole covers were raised
lasped. Also had a salt shed put up
t the area ready for construction. It
en out of their account this should
fill had to be brought to landfill for
ittle over $14,000.
Sewer Division - Flushing of sewer mains, made repairs of broken
sewer connections. Worked in conjunction with Inflow and Infiltration
program with the State. This year the substations as well as the
main station was a problem but not as severe as last year. The new
pumpstation will be on line in the late summer of 1986. One of the
last big sewer project will be the Chute Brook Interceptor. If the
Town moves along with their end of things construction could begin
in the Spring of 1987. Phase IV in Golden' Hills is finally almost
done. A new Phase V will oe startin in the spring of 1986. Phase V
sewer will be completed on Falmouth St. & Lynn Fells Parkway, Jamaica
Addison Ave., Edge Hill Rd., Granite St., Main St., Castle Rock Rd.
,
Essex St., East Side Ave., Seminole St., Pinehurst Ave . & Pine St.,
Stillings Rd
.
, Burnham St., Freeman Ave., Webster St., Park St.
Water Division - This dept. constantly has demands put on it. There
were over 30 main water breaks as well as water saved. There were
18 hydrants that had to beput backin service. The reason was that
cars hit some of them. Also when they are turned on, sometimes
they cannot be turned off. Then repairs have to be made. There are
over 900 hydrants to maintain. A replacement of calcimine water
main finally took place at Chestnut & Lincoln to Winter & Johnson,
a distance of 2200 ft. With new hydrants and gate valves. I hope
this program continues until all the calcimine pipe is replaced.
There were 21 water services renewed from water main to curb box.
Administration - The dept. has the responsibility of making out the
payroll of all Public Works employees and overtime. Take care of all
complaints and coordinate them with the P. W. yard, as well as billing
of the water bills and sewer bills. Update constantly the new meters
for new homes , condos , apartments. This is over 7800 dwellings that
have to be taken care of as well as transfer from one owner to another
/*£.
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for the billing. Make sure that all bills are paid from different
line items
,
as well as capital improvement budgets from the
Public Works as well as School Dept.
All these divisions are staffed by two full time people and one
part time. The demands are very heavy especially since the new sewer rates
\\?ent out. This has been a productive year. I hope the department will
continue to do so in the future.
H I^mm
M
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Thz SauguA Public Schools began thz school yzar on Wednesday, September 3, 1 9S6
wiXh an enrollment o£ 3,677.
Vu^iing the summer oft 1985 it'was deemed necessary, because o{, expanding depart-
ments and ovzrcrcwding in thz School Administration Building, that XX would be expe-
ditious $or thz Administrative personnel and Chapter 166 personnzl to movz to tiiz
Roby School which was thzn being used ^or thz Extension Program fauom thz Saugus High
School.
With thz cooperation o{ thz Town departments and outside contractors , XX tua.5
possible {,or thz movz to thz Roby School before thz faXjist day o{ school, but XX was
also necessary {,or additional ^ihislxing work to bz donz dusting thz ensuing montlis.
Thz Roby School, thz {irst high school in Saugus and erected in 1896, Xs a building
o{ which to bz proud and Administration and Chapter 166 are aware ofi iXi> historic
background.
It was unusual to start a school yzar wXXh so many administrativz changzs but
thz loss ofi Mr. John ViGXjammarino , High School Principal, who was appointzd an Assis-
tant Superintendent in thz City oi Maiden, precipXXated thz zlzction o& a new Princi-
pal, Mr. Kenneth Pabrizio, and thz zlzction ofa a new vice principal Kevin Moran, at
thz Bzlmontz Saugus Junior High School.
In March, 1986, Vr. WX&Uam E. Kelly retired and Mr. WXUUam P. Voylz, Jr.,
AssXstant Superintendent o£ Sckooti, was immzdiatzly appointzd to thz position o^
Supzrintzndznt o^ Schools.
To these new appointees ii> wished a very successful school year.
In thz acadzmijc catzgory we arz plzat>zd to rzport that thz Collzgz Board* reelect
an increase in scoring and a substantial increase in applications lor ^our-year col-
leger.
All teachers ri^zd'hy Proposition 1 111 in 1981 toko were desirous oi returning
to-thz classroom havz bzzn o^ered positions and arz now situatzd in thzir rzspzcXivz
dzpartmznts
.
Thz innovation ol Bzlmontz Saugus Junior High School to a Middle School has
takzn przezdznez over most projects ^or this springtime period. Teachers who de-
sire to be transferred when the conversion takes place have had the opportunity
to~ apply ior consideration. The Middle School structure, as we are implementing
XX- at tivis time, brings the 6th grade &rom the elementary schools and incorporates
iX into the Middle School. The 9th grade is to bz rzlocatzd and includzd in thz
grades within thz Saugus High School. Thz 9th gradz tzachzrs havz had thz option
to accompany thzir ctabses to thz high school also.
-WILLIAM. P. VOVLE, JR.
_. _
SUPER!NTENVENT OF SCHOOLS
(jJPVJR/rmc
April 11, 1986
TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE
19 85 ANNUAL REPORT
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
~
ELECTION REGISTRARS
uring 1985 the Office of the Town Clerk recorded the following vital
tatistics, and show, for comparison purposes, with the latest prior years
irths to Residents
1982
286
1983 1984
223 225
(F-126)
(M- 99)
225
1 985
300
(F-125)
(M-175
3 00
'otals 286 223 225 300
)eaths of Residents 196
)eaths of Non-Residents 35
totals 231
229
32
261
179
35
214
234
44
278
ferriage Certificates Issued
209 226 199 189
jicenses Not Exercised 3 4 5 5
m all cases involving Non-Residents, the appropriate City or Town Clerk was
furnished a copy of the record, with copies of all records forwarded to the
Jureau of Vital Statistics of the Department of Public Health.
1982
Resident Listing
ferriage Intentions
?inancing Statements
financing Dicharges
Bus. Certificates
Gasoline Storage
Certified Copies
3ole Locations
4iscellaneous
baffle Permits
)og Licenses-Town
iunting & Fishing Fees
hunting & Fishing-State
303. 00
1
r
045. 00
2 ,325. 00
209. 00
700. 00
1 ,226. 00
5 r 886 00
63. 00
177. 00
160. 00
315.65
7,961.25
1983 1984
rotals $25,795.90
90.00 392.00
1,125.00 995.00
2,670.00 2,761.00
305.00 280.00
590.00 856.00
1,278.00 1,187.00
6,201.70 5,508.50
25.00
143.00 166.00
160.00 240.00
5,227.00 5,016.00
346.40 330.70
8,581.90 8,471.70
1985
487, 00
97 5. 00
2 ,610. 75
240. 00
788. 00
1 ,143. 00
6 ,927. 00
277. 50
' 100
.
00
4
, 4 85 00
307. 55
7 ,709 80
$26,806.75 $26,203.90 $26,050.60
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Inrome credited from the licenses issued by the Board of Selectmen for the
years 1982, 1983 and 1984, along with this year, for comparison purposes ar
as follows: 1982 1983 1984 1985
Liquor Licenses 43,040.00 39 ,460.00 38,960.00 39, 572.50
Victualer Licenses 2,285.00 2 ,100.00 975.00 2 ,887.50
Entertainment 705.00 705.00 780,00 660.00
Juke Boxes 350.00 400.00 350.00 400.00
Sunday Entertainment" 2,350.00 2
r
200.00 2,000. 00 2 ,100.00
Auto Dealers 1,665.00 1 ,610.00 1,300.00 1 ,900.00
Taxi Licenses 8.00 10.00 4.00 38.00
Auctioneer 120.00 160.00 75.00 210.00
Junk Dealers 50.00 2.5.00 • — i.__. * 50.00
Golf Range 100.00 100.00 * 100,00
Storage .Trailers 1,000.00 400.00 2,900.00 2 ,850.00
Function Rooms 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.0
Used Goods 10.00 20.00 * 20.00
Miscellaneous 25.00 50.00 * 25.00
Tran ciipnt' Vendors 50.00
251.59
*
X. X. U J i ._> JL *w 11 L V \_ 1 1 V_J V_> X iJ
,
Selectmen's Hearings 105.50 132.00
-
255.26
Coin-Op; ;Amus . Devices 7,975.00 7 ,000.00 5,400.00 9 ,000.00
Fortune Telling 2.00 6.00 2.00 r _ -J.;' 2.00
Theatre 1,200.00 600.00 600.00
Roller &~Ice 'Rinks 400.00 - '- 100.00' 100.00 200.00
Trailer Sales .... • :
$55
20.00
,321.50
10.00
$53,238.00 $61
30.00
-- — -• - - -
$61,866.59Total Si: o:
-
,150.26
(*) "'When fee's for various Licenses are not collected until after Dec. 31st,
they are -added- to the following years receipts.
In' 198 5 the Town Clerk's "Off ice conducted the Town Census in conjunction wit
the State Census. As mandated by the State, we had to redistrict. The re-
districting plan was accepted by the Board of Selectmen and approved by the
Secretary of State, "to take effect in 1'987.
Since 1975 the Town has had two precincts lines, one for a Town, electi
one for State and Federal elections. The following is a breakdown of
new. -precinct lines .according to population.
-
.-
rl .; i Precinct 1
on and
the
i
-
-.'
•- y
10
- -
.
~
-'
I
'-
"
9v I = :
It 3
"
. 4
II 5
II 6
"II
-7-
II 8
II 9
• II 10
-2,629
2,547
2,354
2,476
2,587
2,236
2,661
2,264
2,4 90
2,384
Total 24,628
. .
~
~ -<
The above represents that. each new precinct must be "compact and contiguous".
Precincts must t'& bounded by the center-line of streets or other well-definec
boundaries. No precinct may contain more than 4,000 residents. Every
precincts population must be within 10 percent of the average precinct populc
tion for .the :Town. r>,
' Marcia R. Wallace
Town Clerk
TOWN OF SAUGUS
Zoning Board of Appeals
ANNUAL REPORT
1985
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During 1985 • the Saugus Board of Appeals received 105 petitions/.;
from Saugus property owners. This was one less than the number -re? • ~rj-
ceived in "both 1984 and I983. In addition, the Board acted on two
petitions received in 1984, but tabled until January, 1985.
Hearings on these petitions were held on twelve different dates:
throughout 1985. with the greatest number of applications, sixteen,
processed in June. The Board continued to meet on the fourth Thursday
of each month, except when there was a holiday conflict or the number. .
.
of petitions received called for extra meetings. All property ,wg.sj^" 2
viewed before the hearings, so that except in rare cases , decisions
.; :
-.-.:"
could be made the same night.
-5 '1 Z zi ~ r ~ •
Of the 105 petitions received in 1985. 44 were requests to vary --: : E
town zoning by-law measurement requirements;
-55 were for special permits
provided for in the zoning by-laws under certain specified conditionsi : "
and five were for appeals of zoning decisions made by the town building
inspector - all held under Ch. 40A of the Massachusetts -General Laws s
This was the first time in the Board ' s history that .special .permit appli-
cations exceeded variance requests. - •---' 3-2 -
For the first time in many years, the Board was .petitioned to tissue ~.
a "comprehensive permit" under Sees. 20-23 of Ch. 40B, the state's low
and moderate income housing law, which makes it possible, for certain . '1~Z
developers to "override" local zoning by-laws in communities not meeting
minimum low and moderate income housing standards. The only previous
use of this law in Saugus was for what we now know as '"Saugus Commons".
Of the 44 variance requests received, six were allowed to be with-
drawn* *wi thou t prejudice; 25 were granted ; .12 weredenied; and one was
tabled to January, 1986 . Variances granted included 18 allowing setback,
rear or side yard distances less than required in the by-law; one for
insufficient frontage; four for insufficient lot area, all of them for
existing structures ; and two for signs. Making up the twelve denials
were three requests to build new structures on lots with insufficient
area;- three frontage variances; five insufficient yards; and one tot An-
sufficient parking area.
:. -
]
.
5'j iBt n'JC
. rX continued) 1 .
.-. \
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Of the 55 requests for special permits , three were allowed to be
withdrawn; 51 were granted; and one was denied. Special permits granted
included 42 for expansions of non-conforming structures or uses. (Under
state law, such permits may be issued if the Board finds that the pro-
posed non-conformity is not "substantially more detrimental" to the
neighborhood than the existing non-conformity, and in the typical case,
the addition merely extends a non-conforming sideline to the rear or to
a second story.) Also granted were five special permits for accessory
apartments in single-family districts; two home occupations - one for a
doctor and one for a realtor; and two neighborhood business signs. The
only special permit denied was for the expansion of a non-conforming
commercial structure in a residential neighborhod.
. Of the five appeal petitions against decisions of the building in-
spector, three were granted or partially granted; one was denied; and
one was tabled until January, 1986.
The petition of the Saugus Housing Authority to convert the former
Armitage School into eight apartments, under the low and moderate income
housing law
, was granted for six apartments; was then appealed by the
Authority to the State Housing Appeals Committee, which directed the
Board to grant the request for eight units. This was done.
The two 1984 holdover cases » one, an appeal against the building
inspector, was granted; the other, a special permit request, was
withdrawn by the petitioner.
Saugus Board of Appeals
1985 Summary
Type of Petition Received Withdrawn Granted Denied Continued
VARIANCE 44 6 25 12 1
SPECIAL PERMIT 55 3 51 1 -
APPEAL 5 3 1 1
CH. 40B 1 i - 1 - -
105 9 80 14 2
Dec. 30, 1985
Edward J. Collins, Jr., Chairman
Bruce Banks
George Brown
Ellen Burns
Frank Perry
«n4a - TtcrtrnZ rm.tetf
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